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Sorosh and the  Symphony 

 

The sounds of the symphony  from far 
Following from a zither 
 
And Sarosh, fourteen years old, 
Like the fourteenth night of the moon 

 
 

With a halo around her eyes 
Her hair of gold 
 
Ringlets on her shoulders fall and rise 
Covering the fiery plate of her face 
 
 
Her hair falls to the middle of her back 
and 
From her shadowed blue eyes 
 
She is in love with someone; 
Sorosh tall, proportioned like a zinnia 
 
But straighter, her marble legs shiny 
And her cheeks flush and hale 
 
That a poppy next to her cheek turns 
pale 
Her lips, her mouth, an orchid 
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Next to her teeth, mother of pearls is 
sordid 

Her neck is tall, her waist is small

he is like a peacock, and her 
hair a crown. 

Under her firm chin 
 
Her chest of crystalline 
And her full heart within 
 
Her clear clean voice like the 

nightingale’s 
Her clothes like tiger-lily petals 
 
Her aspect like beginning 

sundown’s silence 
Before moonlight cures the 

darkness 
 

At night she does not sit in the 
house 

At five o’clock when the sun 
sets again 

And her hair drapes 
Onto her face like a violin 
 
Next to a river behind two 

maples 
The weather of Maygon 

Village is full of hope, 
 
As sorosh sits with her lute 

and violin 
Real comfort would have been 

wine 
he is like a peacock, and her 

hair a crown. 
Under her firm chin 
 

Her chest of crystalline 
And her full heart within 
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Her clear clean voice like the 
nightingale’s 

Her clothes like tiger-lily petals 
 
Her aspect like beginning 

sundown’s silence 
Before moonlight cures the 

darkness 
 
At night she does not sit in the 

house 
At five o’clock when the sun 

sets again 
And her hair drapes 
Onto her face like a violin 
 
Next to a river behind two 

maples 
The weather of Maygon 

Village is full of hope, 
 

As sorosh sits with her lute 
and violin 

Real comfort would have been 
wine 

 
Instead she played her lute 

under the maple 
And sang the song of the triple 

occasion 
 
She sang to her instrument. 
“You are the lute and my bad 

luck is from you 
 

She would put his feet on her 
eyes 

And, so thinking, she sang the 
song of shur. 

 
“My violet, your face like wine, 
Blush like a violet. 
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I close my lips and call my 
gladiola 

My dabble-faced lilac, my love 
 
Don’t make me cold 
My lily-faced, my desired”. 
 
 
 
Sorosh sings; sorosh, like a 

royal palm, 
A maple tree, a symphony: 
 
“You are my doctor, you make 

me well 
My life is yours, you’ve 

chained my soul 
 
I’m sorry my violin couldn’t 

make us whole.” 
Sorosh washed her face with 

her tears. 

 
Six o’clock and the sun going 

down 
But not sorosh’s grief 
 
Momentarily she awoke, 

hallucinating 
Her father, hollering, her 

mother like a rabid dog 
 
Her brother’s voice calling 
One heart with hope, 

temptation, choice 
 
Like a child free from parent 
She sat, looked, listened 
 
Relived of her sadness 
Sorosh, calculating, heading, 

speaks: 
 
“The myth of hardness, 
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Joy of meeting 
 
 
 
Fears of self…” 
Eventually, in a fever, 
 
The sun dissevered 
Exchanging places with the 

moon 
 
That beauty still sings in 

sorosh 
In the trees, the night-star 

breeze 
 
Sorosh, night-star sadness 

turned to joy 
Jungle sorosh, we leave you 

with your boy. 
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Guitar 
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Last night with my friend I sat 

Near the spilling waterfall 
With a heartfull of desire 
With a brimming, heady heart 
I was in a love-euphoria 
Full of life with a full heart. 
 
Flower tendrils next to me 
I sat in branches of spring roses, tantalized 
With my guitar next to me 
Somehow nervous, somehow shaky 
Wary and whole with hope 
I watched her drowsy, half shut eyes 
 
With the turning of her full gaze 
With her tender, gentle glance 
She watched in a sleepy haze 
Of slumbering radiance 
 
My fingers played the guitar’s threads  
Caressed the guitar’s frets 
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 As water rushed under the bridge overhead 
Over the zaazayande River 
Is a shaking, unsure column 
Wobbling in its fractured parts 
Broken and unstable as my devastated heart  
 
Bathed in the moonlight’s slick reflection 
Anyone would feel suspended 
Upside down, upended 
Enervated; a breeze breathed like a sigh 
Bringing slanted rays from heaven 
Through the azure sky 
Arching rays, celestial arrows 
Down the flower-laden sky. 
 
 Man seems to be  
Proud unnecessarily 
Conceited of his small professions 
And his humble-made possessions 
He cannot own the heavens 
He cannot own the skies 
His most fantastic music 
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Is his anger-filled cry. 
 
Chargha symphony, in my mind 
Symphonic sweetness out of time 
With a gazelle in my arms 
Eyes closed, star-charmed  
My head in her lap 
Myself euphoric 
 
Springtime night time  
Sees my laden all around 
In a flaming dress of red 
As the songs of night birds spread 
In a panhandle of sound 
 
I drawn in her lap 
I don’t know what goes on 
I don’t remember, but wonder 
With my guitar in my lap. 
 
 The moon, the bridge, the river-water 
This child-girl, this hope, this angel 
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Is seen by none but the moon and me 
The full spring moon, the saucer moon 
Watches, watches, all he sees 
The moon fills me with jealousy 
 
The moon can see my ladan’s eyes 
My ladan’s lips and skin he spies 
 The moon can sneak and watch on high 
My ladan in the moonrise    
 
The heavy dripping water curls 
My heavy-dreaming girl 
In the opal moonlight 
Her face bathed in her hair 
Her hair spread everywhere  
Over her lips and dreaming eyes 
The moon and I were mesmerized. 
 
She murmured and she half-awoke 
She turned and in her sleep she spoke 
And laughed up at the moon in skies 
And flicked her hair out of her eyes 
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And then she threw back her long hair 
And up at the moon she stared. 
 
The moon again! 
I was jealous 
I demanded explanation 
For the moon’s persistent gaze 
For the moon’s omniscient ways 
Like a huge pale confidant 
Like an undercover spy 
With one luminescent eye 
Undercover of the night 
Nothing sacred from his sight 
Up on high and watching over 
Or hiding behind cloud cover. 

 
The moon, a silver-dimpled basin 
Like a heavy gem 
Answered in syncopation 
From his lofty elevation: 
 
“I emerge crescent-thin 
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A fingernail, a hair so pale 
An eyebrow in the night 
Within twenty nights I’m aware 
Of all that lovers share 
And I do not wish to steal 
Anything from anyone 
Like my brother, the sun, 
 I simply watch and watch, and care 
Your two human eyes judge me 
But I judge nothing that I see 
I merely beam and beam and dream.” 
 
The moon scooted behind a cloud 
A silver sailing disc  
And I said this: 
You, moon, away! 
You fill me with shame 
I will hide my head on ladan’s lap 
Away from your mute blame. 
 
Then my guitar spoke, imploring 
The moon to stop his nosey soaring 
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Over night-time beds and lovers 
Disrupting some, disturbing others: 
“Your shine’s a nuisance 
 You make no sense 
With your measured eloquence 
And your phoney innocence.” 
 
The story of the night’s secrets 
Sounds of my magical guitar 
Laughter, cries, and singing voices 
In the night spectacular  
My ladan, you are silver jasmine  
Like a hammock cloth you sway 
Your eyes and brows and curving lashes 
Are full symmetrical, so right 
You are my darling, my delight. 
 
Sounds of birds and smells of roses 
Sing with music of my guitar 
Drench the darling air with music 
Filled with strums from my guitar.  
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I sing because my nights were lonely 
I sing because my nights were bare 
I sing because my heart was aching 
I sing because of past despair 
I sing because I found your waiting 
I sing because I need you near 
 
 
But now your eyes are as red 
As your flowing dress 
As dark as wine and irritated 
And you say you must confess 
“I came to you for your music 
And you sweet guitar, 
Not for you , newer for you, 
I never cared who you are” 
 
So many years I dreamed of Ladan 
I hoped and prayed and played of Ladan 
My symmetrical angel 
My golden maiden 
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You made me eager, drunk with you 
You made me fall in love with you 
As I play, I’ll touch your fingers 
The guitar wires sound and shake me 
Head to head toe to heel 
Music, the voice of my soul and heart 
All my magic melodies 
Rejuvenate my tired heart 
The increasing music  
 
Made Ladan care for me 
I played for her 
I shared with her 
My melody 
In charging notes 
In ecstasy 
I played for her, my heart unwrapped 
Until my guitar’s string snapped 
And the notes faded ceased 
 
She stood with unmanaged fuce and hair 
In her crumpled dress of red 
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And said: “I came for you guitar. I am gone” 
And left, and left, left me alone 
That beauty more than any song 
The river, spillways, moon and sky 
Will stay by me. 
She was here for the guitar 
Not for me 
 
The desert is my place now 
Your burning absence call to me 
I sleep as in a fantasy 
Alone, alone remembering 
The water, moon, the night, and Spring 
 
My flower gone 
I am alone 
My jasmine gone 
I am alone 
 
My guitar is still 
Near the spillway 
With the moon 
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And the girl 
And the guitar 
When the strings broke 
She left me 
 
The moon the stars stars the sky 
She left me 
And I know why 
She left me 
The moon the stars the sky 
Know where she is now 
 
If she is near or far 
Listing to another guitar 
She was plenty beautiful 
Symmetry of brow and face 
But in her soul 
Was a barren twisted place 
A hollow echoing chamber 
Where her hart should’ve been 
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Where mu heart should’ve joined in 
Now my heart contends 
That love is nothing but chance, hap 
Uncontrolled and incontrollable 
A waiting, soul-wrenching trap. 
 
In my country, in my land, 
There are many beautiful people 
There pass the careless people 
Of beauty and control 
The empty, spinning people 
Who haven’t any soul. 
 
I had heard of your goodness 
From these pretty petty people 
Everyone spoke well of you 
Everyone in love with you 
Filled up with the smile of you 
I fell too 
 
I fell too 
By circumstance and chance 
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And contrivance of yours, perhaps 
I fell feet-first 
Into your waiting trap. 
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Arman 
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The Bitter with the Sweet 

 

 It was night and the face of the sun slept 

It was night and the moon crept 
It was night and the flowers were drenched with dew 
It was a spring night, larger than daylight, broader 
Night was a figure of black dipped in water. 
 
It was night and the streetlights glowed 
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And countenances were bright 
Stars stirred like carried candles 
Around the moon, they flickered and spangled 
Every creature in the city was aware, was awake  
To a degree: 
Except for humanity 
 
 
By the midnight star from east to west 
The flower’s dew was penetrated 
Reflected in the moon’s beams 
The star was rejuvenated 
The flowers of red were like civilized nations 
And their steams were jade green thrones 
The flowers were rubies strewn in a meadow 
Or were soldiers in red-green uniforms, cold as stones. 
 
 
The butterflies sleep on the flowers 
Their wings covered by their colorful wings like 
Blankets, for above 
They have given themselves to the flowers 
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Like lovers; it intrigues, this insect-love 
  
 
I stood in the night, in the darkening hours 
Midnight’s policeman 
Paying court to insects and flowers 
Stealing secrets, a watchman, 
A spy; there was no one to watch me 
Or to teach me equality 
In this land of the early-sleeping 
I do not comply. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The butterfly is just an insect 
His lovers are flowers 
There is more men; position and money 
Still, I remembered the midnight star 
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Ana the star made me worry 
The star’s contrivance 
Made me sorry 
 
As I sat lost in wonder in the night 
A window was thrust open wide 
And music and laughter poured out from inside 
With a noise loud as sirens 
Or the whistling of buzzards 
Or a child’s whining and calling 
Or a girl with a wolf 
Or a girl hurt and fallen. 
 
Inside the house were wineglasses and bowls 
A nude woman, named parvin, and gambling 
And gaping men. And parvin’s husband Barzin.  
 
Elsewhere: a loaf of bread is cried for  
And not gotten and forgotten with death 
Desperation of the father for his children, his wife; 
And in my own neighborhood, such another life, 
Full of disparity and wine. 
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My neighbor said: in big laughter 
Is civilization, freedom, happiness 
Love of country ever after  
Break through your ropes 
Of misunderstanding: 
Join us, loin me, neighbor. 
 
In this country penetrated by atheists and strangers 
Every branch is busted 
Seeds of hatred root 
Nonsense wards flow  
In such a country 
Of prospering hates 
Late and soon 
The candle dominates 
The candle becomes the moon. 
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The lover’s Hallucination 
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Last night, a fever took me 
Swift and fiery 

As I reclined upon a soft and scented 
Pillowed sheet; my eyes were swollen, red 

My veins were full, my pulse sped 
Although the bed was occupied by me  
I couldn’t rest, because inside of me 

The fever was a poppy blossom 
About to burst 

Fever was a sure-hot pit with no bottom 
Unconsciousness took me, and I slept 

As from this waking world I was swept. 
 

Like an untold memory 
As my eyes misted, my soul cleared 

And the doctor appeared, 
Talking of medicine 

How many drops to take, and when 
And I could not follow him 

And so I slept, slept. 
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At morning the doctor come back again  
Asking if I had taken the medicine 
And how many drops, and when? 

 
I told him that I had followed his direction 

I drank my lover’s teardrops one by one 
For tablets I had gazed into her eyes 

And her hair, wrapped in a scarf of lace powdered, 
Was more potent than any 
Package of powdered drug. 

The doctor asked about the needle, the injection, 
And I remembered her lashes, like needles 

Of jet discretion 
And her black and white eyes, capsules, 
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Her lips were and elixir of exotic herbs 
And from her honey mouth, a healing syrup 
As I thought of her thighs, waist, legs, hips, 

And the oil of her tender skin, 
The oil of her splendid skin 

To luxuriate and heal within 
The power of her body  

Will make me well again, 
Is better than any medicine. 

 
The doctor told my mother 

Of my hallucination 
And told her to bathe me in a salt ablution 

And that from wine, pepper, and onion, 
I should abstain. 

 
 

 
As my mother came to wash my feet in cold sea brine 

I told her, instead, to rinse my feet in wine. 
Then my love entered, arms-full of jasmines, 

Lilacs, roses, not a hallucination. 
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A smiling girl, she was my prescription. 
The needle and the tablet, the capsule and her drop 

I will embrace, they will mend me. 
Mother, these will set my health a-right: 

If my lover, my sweet girl, 
Stays with me tonight. 
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Omar Khayyam Talks 
 With the Moslem Priest 

 
 

  At night the earth slumbers on its own chest 
Heavy, thoughtful, like a mother at rest; 

And Omar Khayyam is, as ever, drinking: 
Alone and sad, and ever thinking 

“Since no one knows tomorrow  
Whether it be ringed in joy or hanged in sorrow, 

I will drink wine to the moon and stars, then, 
For they may shine many years and not find me again 

I remain with my music, wine, and wine-sediment, 
Away from hope of relief, away from judgment 
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Away from punishment, I have not sinned, 
Away from fire, water, and wind,” 

 
A holy Moslem passes and tells Omar Khayyam: 

“god created you from earth and your wine is forbidden.” 
 

Omar Khayyam, smiling, said: 
“Don’t blame drinks and don’t bleat your problems, 

You, who eat the food of the poor, 
Descend from the galaxy of the unknown, 
Wondering about four, five, six, and seven. 

Drin wine. You don’t know when you go 
From here.Drink wine  

You don’t know from where you’ve come.” 
 
 
 
 

The holy Moslem called Khayyam a failure; 
“Omar Khayyam, you are tearing your life away.” 

 
Omar Khayyam, nodding, said: 
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“Your type of thinking will never marry 
My type of thinking. 

You drape and separate your body from your soul. 
Drink wine. You don’t know where you come from. 

Drink wine. You don’t know where you go. 
Some have said that angels-singing-hymns are heavenly, 

But the grapes are my seraphim.” 
 

The holy Moslem spoke of heaven-madness; 
“Omar hell-bound, cry for repentance.” 

 
Omar Khayyam, his eyes like bowls of blood, smiling, 

Said: 
“Where I was forged, in heaven or hell 
I know not; either is just as well, I’ve 

A glass of wine, meadowed music, and I will grant 
you heaven. 

The sky is the galaxy’s balcony, and causes doubts 
to all, 

Wise people are wondering people, unsure of heaven 
and hell. 

Drink wine.it is just as well.” 
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The holy Moslem spoke of Khayyam’s drunkenness: 
“Your life is passing; angels won’t be given to you.” 

 
 
  
  

Omar Khayyam, drinking, said: 
“Resurrect me with wine and music. 

 You may have heaven’s waters, milk, honey; 
Fill my glass with wine, now. 
I looked for secrets, I studied 
Math and Astronomy until 

It appeared to me that nothing appeared. 
Instead of studying, drink wine, now.” 

 
The holy Moslem thought of chaos and confusion; 

Till the answer appeared. “give me a glass of wine now.” 
 

Omar Khayyam, nodding, said: 
“None become all. All with become none. 

Forget tomorrow, it is the same as seven thousand 
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Years ago. 
If the theologians and the doubters met, 

The sky’s voice would admit 
That the route is not dead  
But the route is not this. 

Instead there are flowers, wine, and drunkenness. 
Religion is nothing, politics is nothing, 

Be untempted by shallow ideas. 
 Whoever should need or receive in this world 

Whoever should wonder and wind: 
Drink wine” 

 
  
 
 

  
 

 

Hospital 
 

A hundred-year-old lady, in bed 
Sick, helpless, nearly dead 
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No sight, no ears, unconscious dread 
Speechless, her secrets are left unsaid 
Her stories are kept folded, unspread. 

  Her husband, one hundred and ten years old  
Winkled, bent, sorrow untold  

Thinking, alone, no child to hold 
Him no nurse, no family, no flowers. 

 
“The doctor will see your wife, he may be here 

By four a.m.” 
They tell the man of one hundred and ten. 

 
His heart has contracted and burst 

He anticipates death 
And think of no head next to his 

As her condition worsens, 
He sits at his house’s doorstep and waits, asleep.   

 
I heard this story and was touched: 

The old man told the doctor 
Of this ruin, psycho-sadness 
Semi-madness at her illness 
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I have heard of fuliet and her Romeo 
Work of youth; but old love, too 

Is real and deep and true. 
 

The old women died like a dried flower pressed, 
And her husband’s heat died in the vase of his chest. 

Mother’s Love 
 

An old woman, yellow, weak and wrinkled disgrace 
With unmanaged hair and hidden face 

Clad only in a frayed torn sack 
Her body cooked, like an arrow snapped 

I could sense her misery and despair 
In the narrow streets and chilled morning air 

When I asked her, “old lady, have you a daughter, 
a son or anyone?” 

she sighed a long cold sigh: ‘what is, who is, a son? 
Is son the one that slaughtered my soul? 

The one that drained all my power in my milk? 
Stole the sight from my eyes? Yes, then, son; 

My son made me as nothing before everyone, 
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Passer-by let me tell you: 
I was like a joyful prisoner at his crib 

I lullabied him, calmed, cleaned his tears, 
Nursed hi and nulled his fears; 

Passer-by, this is the end of it, cold, shaking, dying; 
I am his mother, a good, consoling mother 
Poor and old.my only hope was my son, he 
Who has thrown me out of the house today; 

But it that makes him happy let it be.” 
  

   
 
 
 
 
 
 

At this moment a young man 
Like a roaring lion 

Come and took her and dragged her, crying, 
To destroy her, the innocent one. 

The one whose love cannot regress 
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The one whose love is limitless. 
Her son lifted the stone well’s lid 
His fingers like steel in flesh hid 

He lifted the shredded one from the ground, 
And called her many names; 

He told her of his own young life, 
Like a green plant in a well-lit place 

He tormented her face to face 
While she thought of his childhood 

Of her mending, washing; 
Finally, he threw his mother down the well 

He held the stone lid to assure her death 
And he heard, with her last breath: 

“My son, don’t come closer; 
The afterlife’s uncertain.” 
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The Drunk’s Story 
 

Last night I walked, wondering and watching 
A policeman and a drunk on the road: 

I caught you, and hand on pale-neck, pin-thin, 
Grasped firm, collared him. 

The drunk said only, gentle-tongued; 
“My friend, I wear a shirt, not a harness, 

Not reins. It is torn too much, 
Leave my torn shirt to me 

Why do you walk like a cripple, unstraight, friend? 
As you grasp my shirt and grasp at me, 
As you grasp my shirt and grasp at me, 

You wander, and waver, and walk untrue.” 
You stumble, drunk one, not I, said he. 
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With a glance at the road with his wine-weakened eye 
“It’s the paved road. It’s lumpy, 
Unsteady, uneven. The road of 

The people, the tamed, the unfree. 
There is nothing for me in this country 

But the pebbles under my feet, 
And the stones in the road.” 

Stop taking to me of the road, of the stones, 
You do not even know that your hat’s on the road 
It has fallen unnoticed, you are too drunk to know 

 
 

 
 
 

   
 

“Dear friend, there is wisdom in poor drunk’s head, too, 
It isn’t shame to lose your hat to the unsteady road. 
My dear policeman, don’t bother my soul with your 

Questions, your fires, your truths, your untruths. 
Pass me by, do not see me, more to the road I belong  
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Than to you or your judge, who’s not thinking of me 
At midnight or morning or ever. Pass me! Let lie  

In the road.” 
The policeman said only: Wait in the Church there for me. 

“The Church is not the bedroom of the drunk, 
Not the bed for the bad. Dear policeman, throw no 

Further sparks at me, on my fire, pass me by, let me be.” 
 

The policeman stood back hand on chin: Since all sleep 
And there’s no one to hear you or me 

I’ll take what you’ve got, then pass by and let you lie, 
But first clean your pockets, and give it to me. 
“The law of my country is not the law of the  
Four five and ten. The dollars absolve no one 

How can I be cleansed?” 
 

The judge, he will clean you, I’ll take you there now, 
And the policeman caught the drunk by his pale neck again, 

And said Drunks should be beaten by the sober, the conscious, 
Beaten and left there on lie on the stone-road. 
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The drunk fought no more, and gave up his stone bed, 
And walked with the policeman and said as he passed: 

“Bring a conscious man here, to me on this warped road, 
If you can find one, bring him to me.” 

 
They passed into darkness, and left me on the stone-road, 

In the shadows of buildings on the path of the unfree, 
In the darkness, sharp conscious, on the road thy left me. 
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Waves, Drowning 
 

More than the night before 
The ocean’s waves rolled up, down, over 

More this night than any other 
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And I stood, strapped to shore. 
 

Past the shore, mountains, deserts, 
Darkness set somnambulant 

And the moon sat, knowing, wiser, in a hidden 
White cloud tent. 

 
I stood under moon and mountain 
I stood on the pale beamed shore  

I stood sand-bound, waited heart-full 
For her night-proud ship, and her. 

 
I, the watcher, sea-intent, watched for 

Fore-light, aft-light, shore-light 
Any ship-light bright apparent 

In the dark still night. 
  

Till I saw it: rhythmic, gentle 
Went the candle at the fore 

Cased in glass-lamp, flaming, 
Fired, the candle and my own heart’s core. 
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Leaped and pasted white on darkness 
Brightness, ship-shaked heart-raked shapes 

 Mast and ship-shift in the pitchness 
As when a star in heaven wakes. 

 
As I watched the sea fight leaping 
With the fore-light candle sheen  
I stood thinking of her thinking 
What I thought is what I mean: 
As I watched the battle fought. 

 
Waves chased light and light strode waves 

Battle-noise of water-rushing 
As the ocean pulled her seams 

Fevered waves, downed up forever 
Fore-light looed light left and right 
As wind by water ocean sweeping 
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Conspired in the dark dank night 
Sirened, whistled, lightning thunder 

Sounded swishing wild sea 
Sanded under sadness, madness, of the pagan sea. 

And my shirt and I were thrown, torn by shore, 
Strewn by stream- screamed sea. 
 
Till I work now: hour’s silence 
Sliding light onshore, on sea 
I recall last night’s vast violence 
And I call her back to me 
 

Night is ended, sea is mended 
Seams taut pulled by light and day 

And I wait: her ship I look for, 
I long to tell her my old fears 
But the hours drag to hours: 

Ship nor light nor she appears. 
 

But now: a mast in sun-blanched ocean, 
Gradual in day-faced ocean 

With dead wood snapped and mast cracked-broken. 
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Her last letter’s all I see: 

You shall kiss me, she had written 
And I your sacrifice shall be. 

 
Dear drowned lost one: 
I will trace our names 

On the fair-dear sand for all to see 
Calm and quiet smoothe and light 

The clean clear sand our stone shall be 
Till the waves descend like eagles 

And the wise moon melts at mid-night 
And the ocean adapts, comingles, 

Measures might your you with me: 
 And we stand, under moon and mountain, 

Stolid in the deep-pitching sea. 
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Last Night Supper 
 

I am crying from this galaxy 
It has taken away my rest, this cry 

What is the course of my worry? 
What is the root of my cry? 

 
Knock Knock  Knock! 

And a shout: 
“Open the door!” 
“Who are you?” 
“Open the door!” 

“What’s your name?” 
“I am the servant of the neighboring lord 

And I bring you food”. 
“Food!” 
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The door opened 
As a robe and skirt appeared 

And the servant said, “take it! From my lord.” 
The women answered, “Put it inside my robe, here.” 

And so the servant did, and said, 
“Take this, it is last night’s bread.” 

But the women saw the growing mold, it looked rancid, 
She complained, but the servant said 

“It is good. And this casserole, 
From lunch, the day before yesterday yesterday… 

The pilaf leftover, as well, and last night’s rice 
 
 
 
 
 

These portions are as clean as bites 
Fallen from the lord’s lips.” 

The lady saw the mold, rancid, cold food; 
And the servant could not resist 

But chastise her: “you don’t deserve more than this.” 
And the women said “you exist 
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As I exist, imprisoned by the neighboring lord.” 
Hungered with a hundred desires, 

The women called her children, her two boys; 
“Super tonight! Pilaf, casserole.” 

 Beautiful the children’s voices echoed, 
Beautiful, beautiful. 

 
Next day the same lady’s heart, her children 

Had stomach pain, screaming and writhing, crying 
As their mother waited for the superstitious sneeze 

To take them to a doctor, not understanding 
As the pain was crippling and chaining her children 

And she dreamed of a doctor for their salvation, 
“A free-of-charge doctor, with free medicine, 

Not one with his eye on my hand, his heart in my wallet 
Who learns the rich to his office, but thinks me a ghoul…” 

  
  

Her children, after myriad crying fits 
Fell into the permanent sleep of death 

Finished with spell and ordeals 
The women’s wisdom fell in the ocean of poverty 
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Her children, with their final breaths 
Said, “Mother, I died from the last supper    

Then,” Mother I died from the last supper.” 
 
 

When poor people suffer 
It is like a fistful of firefalls 

The column of this cruelty falls 
All from the last super 

All from the last supper  
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Blind Desire 
 

Next to a scrub bush in the savannah 
A blind man sat, murmuring 

“Where are you my eyes? 
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That thorn has gone, too, 
My eyes, where are you? 

My feet, my tolerance 
Saturated more than once 

Be bee sting; 
Where are my eyes? 

Blindness, what are you? 
The sun has burst upon my head 

In a shadow, and the pain is ceaseless 
And I desire not the hot sun’s white fire 

But pure Spring water… 
Is there no kind man here? 

Pure Spring water and cold of another place 
My mother’s voice, my mother’s face 

Her kindness, so gently she covered me 
From the beaming moonlight, she 

Didn’t know of me blind, in the savannah at not 
Completely alone; if she were here 

She’d bring me home; 
Mother, the night is on my head 

I am blind I don’t know  
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Misery trouble blind half-dead 
Fear pain, is this a dream? 

Where are my eyes? 
I hear the roar of thunder, animals 
I hear, a lion, perhaps, lies near… 

Where are my eyes? 
An uninhibited tiger here? 

Open eyes, stars, skies, are you watching? 
Are you blinking? 

Where are my eyes!” 
 

The tiger took his heart, liver, 
And, as the moon began to whitely rise 

Took and ate the blind man’s eyes.  
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The Death of a Child 
Named Larvin 

 
In the sick-bed 

Was a girl-child 
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Above her head 
Her mother, half-wild 

 
Staring with sorrow 

At her ill child 
 

“Speak to me, child! 
Your love is here, 

 
Sitting near, 

Your nurse, your mother, 
 

Your face is all red 
You are fevered 

 
Wake! No, sleep Larvin, rest, 

Larvin, my dream 
 

You will live, you’ll grow high 
And I will sew dress for you 
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Larvin, I will save some money for you 
I will get you to the edge of the sky… 

 
Larvin, you doctor is here 

He is like your brother, 
 

Strength, Larvin! 
Doctor, after God, care for my Larvin!” 

 
The doctor called her close; 
“Your daughter is burning. 

 
Your daughter, your daughter 

Is burning. Screaming is nothing; pray to God” 
 

The mother, again alone, drowned in sorrow, 
Began to moan; 
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“God, take me away from 
Sadness, misery; 

 
Nine months I carried her 

Nine months I gave her extract 
 

And now I must relinquish hope! 
And now I must relinquish Larvin.” 

 
Larvin’s mother reached for the lamp 

Her hand shook; the lamp fell, and broke, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And the room was darker than a grave, 
Darker than a tomb sealed 

 
And Larvin’s mother could not tell 
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If what was happening, if it was real 
 

She thought she saw the angel of death 
Bending over her Larvin 

 
Larvin’s calling, ‘Mother save me, 

The angel pulls me...” 
 

Larvin’s mother saw her child’s redness 
Pale, like the look of death 

 
Larvin died with no outdoor face 

And Larvin’s mother threw herself on her child 
 

And disconnected herself from her child; 
“I am coming with you Larvin; 

There is no mother there, and you need one in that place.” 
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The Flood 
 

It was delicious spring; 
Picnic weather, walking whether 

Fast or slow, friends with me, 
The slow ones in the back, grouped together, 

And the swift-foots at the front, led by laughter 
Through the wooded sun streamed mountain 

Sidling the two-split valley 
We strode the narrow road 

Up the goat-path where we passed 
An old man, his loaded mule, his wife and child; 
“God save you sir, where are you going?” I cried, 

Like someone out of the Bible. 
They went down, but I and mine climbed 
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The carved path of the mountain 
 and the goat-path fell like a twined hair  

Fallen into deep eyes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Black clouds choked the sun as 
Sudden mountain thunder drummed 

And lightning through the valley hung 
And frightened me and mine. 
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Under our ledge, we watched 
The storm; pasting down ways 

Staring darkness sat with flood water, 
Torrents tempest-valley 

With a lady in its route, mule, old man, and child 
Heads to the sky, we saw them climb 

Till the flood separated them into bodies. 
 

Latter, in the closest village, around the 
Fire, all around the small broken houses, 

Destroyed, no life-colour because of the flood’s tricks; 
There should be testimony against such, 

Somewhere, in the spring. 
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The Sick Orphan 
 

Underneath your head in the streets of the city 
I saw you on the stones 

And it was worse 
Because you had no mother to cry for you. 

And as you were squeezed 
By the fingers of the universe 
No father cries blood for you 

This universe should be shattered by its joints 
It places so much pain in the heart 

As orphans at midnight in the street remain 
With only God for guidance, 

Orphans twisting themselves in pain 
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Do not scream in pain, wandering one 
Do not funnel fire in to my worn heart 
Orphan, I cannot say enough about you! 

The cries of your innocence 
Place fire in my soul 

And in my heart singers a hole 
What were you murmuring under your tongue, orphan? 

Where is your mother with medicine? 
Where is your friend to hold your hand? 

You are lost, mother, friend 
Of the sick orphan, 

You are all lost. 
My pain is the pain of the orphan 

My home is the lap of the stone in the street 
My bed is a handful of dirt 
In the cold-weathered night 
No one can cure my hurt 
The pain won’t leave me 

 
Morning was happy time indeed, 

Where my parents were alive 
But now pain is my cure and my need 
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Dying is all that is left to me. 
It is cold outside, my shaking body, 

My chest over charcoal, 
Bare-backed over the coals 

Why do I shake, despite the fire? 
Is it internal fire, the orphan suggested 

To himself, his breathing stretched and twisted 
Tongue heavy, teeth clenched 

Yellow-lipped, dying, body wrenched 
And homeless 

Only God knows the horrors of the homeless. 
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The Builder 
 

On top of the building at the foot of the sky 
Stood a builder with his bucket of clay 

The sun hit his head, hit his hands, hit his eyes 
On his right side, his level, as he built up the building 

Not thinking of himself or the sun 
On the ground, his coworker 

Hands full of clay, stood calling 
In a musical, high-scaling voice 

To throw a brick up to soften the clay 
And to do this and to do that 

Also saying: in the heat of the day 
Morn to night, I work 

Hot in summer, cold in winter, 
I work hurry and pass me the day. 

Where is the hammer? 
Next to the level! 
I’ll shape the clay 

Hurry up! 
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Pass me the clay! 
The owner heard the singing 

And called: builder, you’ve only gone  
Six feet on this wall, the owner screamed: 

My money is not the skin of an onion thrown to a pig! 
And what is my towel doing on your head? 

 Your work is worthless, builder, and the heat is good. 
 
 
 
 
 

The worker said: from the heat, three times my nose  
has bled 

 
The owner cried: builder, I don’t care if you die 

Up there. 
 

 The builder explained: boss, we have families too, 
We aren’t slaves, we’re desperate, we’re poor, 
But we have dignity, and we work honestly, 

And we aren’t you’re enemies. 
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Bastard, you’re fried, 

The owner yelled, furied, 
I don’t want conversation from you, 

I want sweat. 
 

And so the builder left, 
Left the song of the clay, 

Of his work. 
 

The builder didn’t understand 
What the owner knew: 

Equality is money, and religion, 
And freedom, too. 
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Winter Night 
 

 A broken-shoed broken man 
Huddled, hungry, thirsty, sick 

Tired, weak, fevered 
The sky like a shadow over him 

With stone as pillows, a bed of frozen dirt 
Half-clad in the blizzard of winter 

Yellow-souled, full of pain, aching hurt 
Useless in the corner of the corner of city 
Reduced he sits, society induced, useless, 

Scandalous, thorn-dressed 
Fullen-time after midnight 

Immobile, barefoot, staid in the snow. 
 

Workers in the city do not glance or care 
The broken man is not seen 

By passers passing there 
A policeman saw the fallen body  

Curled up; every ten steps he saw another. 
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Protector of the poor, comforter of body, curer of heart 
He should be, but he was not. 

He kicked the least miserable one,  
“Beggar, bare –foot, stupid, improper, 

You without country, you block the worker’s road.” 
He kicked his side and face 

Whipped, batoned, and trounced the body 
But heard no cries, no complains 

He then bent and carefully looked 
At the man’s face-cold, quite, no effects, 

No-soul, as if he’d gone to sleep for many years. 
 

In the next morning’s paper 
This news was like a candle: 

A policeman found a thief’s corpse 
Proving that the land without work 

Is without progress, activity, 
And death stalks the land, and is much in demand. 
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The Death of a Bird    
  

A baby crow fell from the tree 
Like a fallen king 

He shut his eyes on whatever 
Was supported to be seen 
He closed his eyes to pain 

He closed his eyes to the troubled earth 
And nestled his face in the dirt 

He moved his home from the top of the pine 
To the marbled earth 

His back to the turning universe. 
His mother, her sadness carried like a bent tree, 

Miseried, called the other crows 
Called to her child with talk of tall gardens 

Beginning gardens, meadows, 
Of flower as pure red as blood 

Laughter and music and warm summer streams 
Tiny clovers, the wet grass, tall evergreens 

And the solemn mountains ivory-tipped in spring 
Shining like swards of soldiers 
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Like thoughts of you, a closed blossom 
In the spring 

As the sun, a coin of gold 
And the nightingale’s solo 

Tell of thundering spring coming 
And your friends, like brides and grooms  

Wonder why you left so soon. 
 
 
 
 

Your wings and your luck are both black 
Your death is a knife in my heart’s back 

And shreds the muscles in my body. 
I made your nest from rain-washed petals, 

Petals of gardens groomed in spring 
Open yourself, sing! 

Your nest is now your tomb 
And I pray for you alone 

I’ve no hope left for your lost life 
Let us prove friendship our strife. 
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Headaches 
 

As you sit before me, complaining 
of headaches, diminishing 

Muscles in hand and leg, diminishing 
strength; your diagnosis 

Behind your eyes in death 
and with such pain, disease, diminishment, 

It is difficult to pass time 
and no solution is mine 

To rid you of your headaches, for 
 

a flower’s life is short, 
I have to tell you a secret 

the secret of my shaking heart 
In secrete you’ve cried, looked to the skies 

for help from gods; you somehow knew 
What was happening, diminishment 

as the flowers of your garden see winter 
God gave me the ability to tell her 
and the work of a doctor in harder 
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Than to decide upon suicide, as  
your eyes read my heavy secret  

And your heart knew the  
ups and downs of our damned galaxy 

Our galaxy of diminishment 
our galaxy of prayer 

Without a cure, and if prayer 
does anything, it will 
Not diminish heaven. 
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The conversation  
 

For three decades past your cabled voice 
Was my heart’s companion. 

The lilt of your yellow laughter 
Left sparkles in my ears 

Faraway hope and promises you gave 
Of travelling to me, my heart to save, 

And I would take sweetness from your mouth, 
To revive my unconscious heart. 

 
But when you moved closer to me 

You only turned and left me  
Alone: the telephone my expression 
Of this sad story that still extends. 
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Entanglement 
 

A single bird I saw, beautiful and lone 
Above the highway, as singular as the moon. 

Under his wings, the highway 
Of 70,000 motionless wheels 

Every wheel entangled 
Straight-lined, struggled, 

Solutionless, stuck as the sun beat strong 
With no-shadowing palm. 
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If I were a bird 
I would’ve reached my nest  
Free from the burning gas 

And the pollution in my chest. 
 

God heard this and laughed and said yes: 
The bird I gave wings to 

But my supreme creation, man, you 
I gave a brain, to find 

 70,000 ways to go home 
But only the small-brained bird 

Is above the highway, free 
Tell me, then, has man used his 

Large brain properly? 
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Hunter 
 

Hunter, listening and pity me now 
And don’t destroy my home 
Cage me, imprison me alone 

But always let me speak and sing 
And put me near the flowers 
The lilac, rose and jasmine 
Put me in a flower garden 

Let me sing to the flowers again 
In this country I am frightened 

I am bound from head to toe 
No one cares about me 
No one seems to know  

Who or what I am, why or where I go 
I have got no shepherd 
Since I have lost Tran 

I have got the wolf instead 
The wolf with jaws around my head 

In Tran I had a home 
In Tran I had a place 
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Now I’m idle and alone 
A stranger in a strange place 

Tran is lost and I am gone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I implore you, human lovers 
Think about these others 

Tailed, unfree, my people perish without me; 
Soften the hunter’s heart 
Some of your love within 

His heart and set 
My country free again 

Help me, friends 
And I will tell you a tale that ends all others; 

Help me, friends and lovers. 
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Stares  
 

A sorrowful face, a squeezed brain, strained 
Lines of depression, unpleasantries 
Hair matted, feet bared, stained 

Yellow cheeks, sunken skin, and staring eyes 
The cracked mouth moved and explained: 

You red-lipped, curly-haired, well-dressed ones, 
While you rest, other eyes watch, 

The dust on your shoe is sacred, precious sons 
While I am lower than dirt 

Day time and night time are happy for you 
While the poor marry sadness, you laugh 

Hidden, your sins mock my children 
And your selfishness chafes my heart 

My child! Filthy, bare, only clad 
In spoiled, thin cloth 

My child! Hungry, beaten, sad, 
While you lounge in velveteen’s 

In heavy sateen’s, in bright purples, greens, 
My children huddle hidden, unseen 
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Nobody tells me of food, there is nothing to eat 
While your cooks prepare you a feast 

My tears flow like foods in swirls 
While yours are patted by silken girls 

Like opals, your sorrows, like brilliant stones. 
Listen: one day my children will be enforcers 

Will shed your ruby blood 
And your pampered children will stare at corpses. 

 
 
 

Autumn 

 
The autumn like my lover’s hair 

Golden amber shining melodic name 
Autumn! Such a melodic name 

Tragic just the same 
Like death or despair. 

 
On the Autumn leaves in gold 

As the faces of the old 
A color of dusted bright death  
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Of broken wings, birds’ feathers 
Hidden, lost, gone forever. 

Sadness, dust, and separation 
Have hidden the Autumn leaves 

From the yellow 
Every story spreads 
In your hair like fall 

Autumn gold 
Its light, its shine 

Is as still as the light in your hair 
Sometime in the fall the moonlight 

In the mountains 
When the dusty snows begin 
Past the yellow hay bundles 

Sprinkled with gold 
The name is full of pain, Autumn 

 
 
 
 
 

Yellow and mourning, 
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Each night I remember 
Your face and your ways 

I never see you  
The bloom’s gone 

Part unopened, undone 
Soon Autumn leaves rivers of windfall 

Creates waters of rain 
As my eyes discover 

Your Autumn  
In your gold Autumn  

Of age and despair 
In your sad Autumn 
Nothing’s left here. 
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Stranger’s Blame  
 

I wrote a letter to my friend 
On a butterfly’s lacey wings 

But my words were fiery 
And burned the wings into ashen things. 

In the corner of the ruins 
In my dark and squared-off lair 

I proclaim my burning story 
To my candle burning down 

Like a pillar of despair  
I saw a swift, mad nightingale 

In a dance around a poppy 
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Swift and mad: maniacal 
I gave this bird my words and it too burned 

I gave my letter to the wind of Sheba 
I told Sheba to send it on 

With her breath, to blow it 
But the Sheba wind becomes tame. 

The butterfly, candle, nightingale enflamed 
Had heard my secret 
Dormant in my ruins 
My secrets and myself 

I found the poppy petals 
On river-water bubbles 

Until the wave kidnapped the petals 
And took them to herself 
And I look into myself: 

Fire from chin to hairline 
 
 
 

Flames from forehead down 
I gulped my goblet of wine 

Until the goblet fell 
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The wine a red ground line 
Dashed from my lips 

Dashed from my hand  
I cannot tell the story of my land 

It burns me top to bottom.  
My god works in miracles 

Not the trickster-stunts of a down 
But tricksters have set my land on fire 

Have burned my country down 
Take this letter, take my latter 

Take it and read it around. 
It tells of my country aflame 

It tells of my country defamed 
Of a land run by a trickster full of danger 

And my letter tells, proclaims 
How the deepest bone-charring burn 
Is the burn from the eyes of another 

 The red-hot blame of a stranger 
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Flag 
 

In distant cities you stand 
And remind me of my land 

You flow in the wind 
And I see that my fortune 

Is that my friend is mu land 
I desire to see you everywhere 

Your color is as freedom 
From shackles and despair 

Seeing the roses and straight leaves 
In any strange land 
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Pulls me back home to all my old beliefs 
And gardens: relaxed in  

I searched the skies 
I scanned the galaxies 
As blue as unknown 

As your eyes, your lips 
Of you back home. 

  
When I sit near a waterfall 

As the water sluices the leaves and all 
The cedar trees and oaks nearly 
Tremor from their roots to-tops 

Like my flag, they tremble on high 
Flaring color through the sky 

I prayed to the long-blown Sheba-wind 
To carry you and rescind 

 
 
 
 

And blow you strong to me, 
Like the leaves of the oak or cedar tree 
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Like the leaves of the book in my library 
Books about my land, my flag 

On the hill of my homeland 
Snapping in the wind at night 
 In the night darker than tar 
Deeper and darker than pitch  

I hope to carry you 
Take you and place you, bestow you 

That other will know you 
My flag, my land-pride 

I will drink to you with sweet-wine 
I will wash you in water-brine 

And until by body is felled 
By someone or something, I remain. 

My soul is to you 
Wherever you go 

Whoever you go to. 
For every land it is the same 

Whatever its flag, it’s your country 
Whatever its name 

Work proudly, it’s your land. 
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Ashes 

 
Let me grasp that figure, 
Your figure, close to me 

Let me grasp you 
Tenderly let me tell you 

My words let my words enter 
Words taught to tongue from eyes 

Picturing your heart’s center 
You can no more hide 

Or cover from me 
Your lover; let me slide 
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Into the vale of your breasts 
I sink into gentle you 

From head to toe 
Into the well of your chin 

I nestle my face 
Let me place my silent lips 

 On your talking lips 
Honey on a fire tongue 
Face to face, one to one 

Hand on heart, song on sigh 
I press my eyes into your eyes 
Like stardust hypnotic glitter 
In secret I tell you the world 

Of myself, I take you in to my head 
In to my bed 

It is all dreams, I turn  
It is all dreams, I turn  

 
 
 

It is all dreams and deep concern 
Your dreams are sleep and state 
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These dreams are dozing too 
Mistaken, we dream together 

Until I don my feathers 
From the ashes 
And soar to you 

In tender starlight 
Dreams and flashes 
And meld my ashes  

To your ashes. 
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Dispersed: The Outcast 
 

I am outcast from wind and cloud 
Like hail dropped and lost 

Onto cover leaves 
Like a dust particle tossed 

Pulleyed by wind 
Like a buddle on the waves 

The cohort of the waves 
Aware of death, laved 

Drunken, but not from wine 
Strange, unloved, unrouted 
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Pathless where wise men don’t pass 
 

In a strange land, on a ridged mountain, 
Our unheard prayer was lost to god 

His agate heart unbroken 
This mirage proved untrue 

My soul is broken 
And for healing water looks 

Unsalted rivers flow elsewhere 
Separations keep me here 

No history, no dignity 
No loyalty, no purity 

I murmur, reading holy books. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I am outcast here, hoping my children will speak 
In a new country 
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I am wasted inside my well 
My voice is soft, my mind unwell 

The face of the lilac 
The hands of the leaves 

Drown in my ocean of request 
Requests not reached in any land 

Request by the unseen 
A winded dust particle, a bubble, 

Homeless, I am the outcast, I exist in trouble. 
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Senility 
 

God give me youth again! 
That I can hold my love in arm 

God give me back my strong knees! 
That I can walk from fatigue 

And leave tiredness. 
God give me strength 

God lend me youth again 
That I can drink cool wine again 

And never slumber deep 
And tackle somber sleep 

Instead: I’d grab youth along 
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The shore and I’d drink the hours 
With wine and tender flowers 

Like I used to 
Like I would do 
When young. 

 
Senility’s another world 

Of forgetfulness and doom unfurled 
Love stopped 

Excitement bogged 
Beauty cloyed  

I ask God: to extend to me 
Respite from senility  

 
 
 
 
 
 

To attach me 
To youth and not senility 

To play polo in the sun 
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To sing nights 
In the park 

Under the lights 
Like I used to  

Like I would do 
When young. 

I drink wine to escape 
Senility, fatigue, disease 

And the regret brought by these. 
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This Will Pass 
 

Youth, I than you as a friend 
You were a fitting end 
To childhood and more 

You were kind, but did not last; 
Youth will pass 

 
Youth will pass 

And every stage revolve 
And every page turn 

And every man will learn 
That no event, no place will last 

All will pass. 
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All will pass 

So cherish youth, seize it 
Size it up; try it on for size, 

Capitalize on youth. 
The skies will cloud and wind 

The butterflies will burn 
All things will turn unkind 

Flowers fade and shrink 
And wither in Autumn grass 

All will pass. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All will pass 
Before the throes of nihilism 

Nothing can last 
All will pass. 
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All will pass 

Saffron rays of sparks fade 
And the sun’s saffron rays 

And the trees and every creature 
Succumbs to the course of nature 

The pine will bend 
The world will end 

And topple in a deep crevasse 
All will pass 

 
All will pass 

Joseph hid from Jacob’s eyes 
Disappears; all cities 

All human things 
Possessions fade and end 
Death cannot pretend 

The world is weak with promises 
Avoidance of the end 

When everything is testimony 
To the fact to apprehend: 

Certain-ending youth enjoy 
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Cherish age, entwine with wine 
Red wine as blood become and fend  

Off knowledge of a certain end  
 
 
 
 

Embrace your life, believe and send 
Wisdom racing 

Kindness erasing 
Bitterness of the end 
Life is as a volcano 

Eruption, saturation, destruction  
Smothers future growth; 
But the ashen eruption 
Fertilizes new growth  

New growth from old ash; 
This, too, will pass. 
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Memory 
 

Like a flower in your palm 
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You cradled me 
Like something precious 

You coddled me 
Like something worthy 

You held on to me. 
 

Like a thorn in a rose’s lap 
I drowned in your thick black hair 

Like a night of glorious tresses  
I returned, Holy Book, wineglasses 
Like your unmanaged mane, sweet. 

 
Autumn leaves and winterstars 

I counted in your eyes 
Like the sweetest of gazelles 

You curled, dear one 
A plant in soil, early morning 

Any lilac, in my eyes 
 

You are as impossible to pass 
Like a fire clothed in ash 

Like a silver moonbeamed cloud 
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Pause, I pause, at until thunder 
Any wonder, you. 

 
 
 
 
 

Come I have hope of life from you 
Joy with you 
All with you 

Like a lantern in a candle 
In a corner pocket of the dark 

You light me full, you fill my heart. 
 

Now you are for away 
I keep our secrets safe, unheard 
Far from human deed and word 
Like a closed wound in my heart 

Gapped and torn and wrenched apart 
I never wanted to tear at skin 
To secrets in my secret heart 
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So I bathed my wound in tears 
Bitter gall from bitter years 

Stung me quick and half capsized me 
When my companion well-advised me: 

Not to unearth my secret longer 
But to keep it silent, stronger. 

 
 

So I closed my hidden heart 
Purged in tears and pulled apart 

And then my friend asked me your name  
I told him: secret, secret, secret. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I do not spend my time 
Telling stories, swilling wine 

My hands alone, my heart alone 
Guard my secret, keep my secret 
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Keep my eyes from other charms 
Keep my arms from other arms  

Keep and guide me, flower memory remain 
Such was one, and such a one 
She was victor, she alone won 
My secret heart of secret pain 
And I tried, I could not forget 

My dark eyed Secret Secret Secret. 
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Strangers 
 

The country was broken 
Destroyed, shambled, shattered 

Devastated, razed, battered 
As the country broke 
Its people scattered 

Far away and full alone 
Homeless and without a home 

When their land was beaten, pounded, 
And their homes and souls surrounded 

Pommelled into bloody streams 
A nation and a nation’s means 
Ruptured at the faulty seams 
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Rivers of tears alone could clean 
The bloodied bare and hollowed streams. 

A madman came first 
Stole and plundered and ran 

Worse followed worst 
Another madman, a man insane 

Come and stayed and ruled insane 
In truth sin is everywhere 

Everyone embraces it 
But madmen wallow in it  
And there is no salvation  

For these madmen 
Who have caused separation  
For madmen, so adept at sin  

Separation is where sin begins. 
 
 
 

Through Religion 
 

If my friend were loyal 
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(He was untrue)  
But if he were honor-clad: 

It wouldn’t be bad. 
 

If her eyes were magic, a candle-stem 
Like a glowing lilac had: 

It wouldn’t be bad. 
 

If the power-pitching government 
Fell from power surely, swiftly, 

If the end was what we had: 
It wouldn’t be bad. 

 
If that representative from parliament 

Was as a lion unharnessed 
Gone to final execution 

Gone to fiery retribution: 
It wouldn’t be bad. 

 
If hands and fingers wrapped 

Around the leader’s neck 
And squeezed until it snapped: 
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It wouldn’t be bad. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If all the tongue-twisted traitors 
Were known, were seen 

Were witnessed: 
It wouldn’t be bad 

 
If the turban fell from the swollen head 

Of the wicked religious leader down 
If true identity were known: 

It wouldn’t be bad. 
 

If the parasite’s hands 
Were pulled away 

From the neck of the nation 
It wouldn’t be bad. 
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If the nation united, unified 
Sealed the seams that split and divide 

If re-grouping was what we had; 
It wouldn’t be bad. 

 
If our leader 

Knew and was aware 
Of bribes, of thievery 

And blackmailed fear; 
It wouldn’t be bad. 

 
Then nations would triumph 

Then nations would stand 
 
 
 
 
 

And conquer injustice and lies 
Traitors would be recognized 

And pathway planned 
The religion rescued from the clergy 
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The military unmanned 
The scepter of rule bestowed upon 

The drunkest man; 
If this is what we had 

It wouldn’t be bad 
 

It wouldn’t be bad 
If truth were our religion 

Like a balm to salve 
And spread health throughout our nation 

And spread justice myriad; 
It just wouldn’t be bad. 
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Courage 
 

Last night my chest filled with sorrow 
Drowned in thought I saw my land 

Adying: behind, beyond my spectacles 
My land, a garden, young again 

Full rich, rare again 
Full of life and the ever after 

Stories, tales, and rippling laughter. 
Now I see a bent back 

Crooked body, white hair 
Not from age nor senility 
Or any disability without 

Within, the crumbling begins; 
Your past, the children you created, 
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Clothed fed, educated, 
Nurtured, chastened, loved, berated; 

Your children burned your flag. 
I suffer with you 

You decrease and dwindle idle 
The honest sleep and dream 

The thieves creep and scheme 
Drunk and sober 

Taking over 
The bull eyed ones 

The bull souled ones 
Filling places, empty faces 

Sunk in water 
 
 
 
 

As a seamed boat 
Sodden won’t float 

The crew cries, the skipper dies… 
This is my dreams, my vision 
Of my country’s long derision 
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Strangeheld by lethal power 
 Changes, stifles, by the hour 

The civilization I’m descended from  
Is but a name upon a tomb 

Preserve the name, my fellow dreamers! 
Or else, awake, destroy the wicked 

That topple you 
Call your champions 

And you, poet, the roaring ocean waves 
Contain tomorrow’s sermon: 

Boil, Boil, Boil or  
This perverse power will 

Destroy the shore 
And drown the townspeople and the town. 
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Nest For A  
Heartless Ruler   

 
It is true what you said to me, too 
My hidden deep secret clear to me 
My hidden deep secret clear to you 

(Also my eternal goodbye) 
Anyway; my Hunter, 

I know him well, I know him 
A quarter century, twenty-five years 
He has penetrated his arrows, pierced 
And caused my people suffering, tears. 

 
Beneath this heavy family separation 

I slowly burn and die; 
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The heavy rap on my head 
Like an elephant rider’s stick 

Everyone closes their ears and eyes and heart 
No one hears my pain, my secret part. 

 
I say: everyone should twist 

Together, like a long, heavy rope 
You and I, just men, justicing 

  You and friends, all brave, all champions; 
Above all: if you have humility, 
Truth, religion, country, and a  

Promise to deep, I request 
You take my hunter 

Out of my nest  
And throw him in hell 

 
 

Again: the land of plenty embraces hugs 
Lowers the unbelievers and atheists 

It is only you and I awakened 
It is only you and I 

From slick trickeries of the enemy infernal 
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We should link together 
Link a chain together, we could 

Keep our land internal 
Intact, pure, eternal. 
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A Letter 
 

Six years gone 
I carry on. 

I hope for letters 
From your pen 
And receiving  
I hope again 

If your letter is delayed 
I am by my grief betrayed 
And I write to you alone 

Six years gone 
I carry on. 

 
Six years gone 

I carry on. 
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The day that we embrace 
All the letters will erase 

And leave no trace 
Will you travel to me?  
Will you travel to be 

Near to me? 
I smile: my love is the reflection 
Of my true-hearted condition. 

 Six years gone 
I carry on. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Six years gone 
I carry on. 

I only see your letter  
I only see your photo 

Tear-stained, love-strained 
Another letter from you 
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Making me aware 
Of all my love there 

I can sense 
Your diffidence 

Another whisper in your ear 
Calls you love and calls you dear 

I cannot understand 
I have waited for your hand 

You have lost the faith 
In me, and you turn 

And you discard my great concern 
And I doubt his love could burn 

As hot as mine in deeds 
I doubt that he succeeds. 

Six years gone; 
I carry on. 
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Content From Discontent 
  

In the spring, my spring of 1944 
I went outside 

Wandering on the river bank alone 
In the morning, calm and serene 

Everything was quiet, clean 
In the spring I had before 

My spring of 1944 
 

I felt the wind change 
And shift and arrange 
The clouds in the sky 

The sky in a minute was shuddering over 
The hand of the present gone past 

The wind filled, intensified 
And flung the ground into the skies 
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And darkened day 
And hurried night 

And dust filled my hair  
And dulled my sight 

And I cursed the day to night 
And I cursed the sudden rain 
And I cursed my discomfort  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I cursed and I complained 
And wandered down a narrow lane 

And walked, stumbled, as best I was able 
Down the crooked road, to a stable 

Full of donkeys, horses within, 
And dilapidated 

Half a shanty home exposed 
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The other half decimated 
Crumbling in to oblivion 

Half there, half gone 
In the central square of ruin  

Sat a toothless man  
And his seven children 

And their desperate mother 
And a half lit lamp 

The wet rain seeping 
Slowly creeping 

Into the corners of the hovel 
And the children starving 

And the mother comforting 
Telling them that their brother, 

A beggar, would return with bread soon 
The brother-beggar had always done so 

The brother-beggar had always pulled through 
You will eat, so keep 
And sleep now, sleep  

And I, in the rain outside 
Watched this; wind on my head 

And rain on my face 
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I had cursed God for.   
 
 
 

And he had led me to this place 
So that I would understand and see 

The depth of actual suffering  
And be satisfied with my blessing 

And I thanked God 
And bid him keep 

His poor, his destitute, 
His children asleep. 
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Ivory 
 

Last night it come to me 
That your one look makes me happy 

You promise to remember to me 
After a month, my heart in need 
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From its fleshy prison freed 
 

I watch for your deer’s walk 
Your woodland grace your gentle knees 

Your curling hair, your cheeks, your looks 
Your ivory face, your eyes of cobalt 
I know that my sin’s my own fault 

 
If I see you…it’s my decision 
Unafraid of scandal’s blows 
From all others you I chose 

And now you tender heart is 
Caught up with someone else’s 

 
I chose you on your way 

Your lap, the lap of my mistakes 
Your lap belongs to me 

Now someone else’s eyes shine 
On your lap, the lap that’s mine 
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I may search for another lap 

I may find 
Another mind 

That coexists with mine. 
 

I gave my coveted love to you 
My eyes to you 

My heart to you through me 
I gave myself to you 

And you returned myself to me. 
 

Who has stolen you?  
Who is this 

One who stole your lips? 
And your lap takes? 

Was my love a mad mistake? 
 

My love has roamed and sat 
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In on untrue lap 
Tell me of mirages 

And sea-scapes 
My past a mistake, a mad mistake. 

 
You are secretive, silent 

Your mind unknown to mine 
I leave this town 

And I leave you elsewhere 
Doing nothing but remembering you. 

 
 
 
 
 

I smear my eyes with tears 
My hidden heart with fears 

I leave you whole 
Unknowing, my soul. 

 
I leave and search for someone new  

You laugh to the mountains, you 
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Laugh as loud as you can 
And you laugh and do not understand 

An inhuman human 
All guts and flesh, no soul 

You stay for eternity in that town with them 
They deserve you then; 
And you deserve them. 
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Conceited 
 

From whom has the high strung 
Glowing and high hung 

Moon received her beauty 
She walks on the water 

A harlot on water, 
And sells all her high shining beauty 

Shaking herself on the surface of oceans 
She is a saleslady 

At a bazaar 
She burns with patient fever 
Shadowed moonlight for hair 
And moonbeams everywhere 

The silver night-time sighs 
With the opening of her eyes 

She dominates the skies 
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Wells of secrets, enchantress Moon 
Like a peacock on garden gravel 

 Turning plumage, spreading colour 
Full of pride, indecent pride 

Though the dark times, silver wide 
As the sloe-eyed, tinseled Moon 
Treading clouds on starry feet 
The Moon’s a lady all conceit; 
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Book of Arman 
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Desire 
What more can this heart desire? 

 
To fly on high with the seabird 
Wings in ear overheard,  
to view life's teeming sea 
stirring beneath me, 
to soar above swells of earth's agony  

 
To trace each word of Godly love 
He who moves great sky above, 
To mirror His glowing, lasting image 
this Father of earthly orphanage  

 
Were I to witness the sins of the clergy  
I would, to the public, expose their iniquity, 
In faith aware that in God's palm I'd be 
Should danger dare to threaten me  

 
Doubt causes not this heart to query 
How, the honest meet futility...  

 
A stranger am I, far from home do I roam 
in darkness, groping, like Alexander - hoping  
for the fountain of youth, life's early truth  
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Like honey divine, the taste of my wine 
could, for the ill, have effaced bitter pill  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Desire...  
 
Would that I could quench the thirst of the youth 
prevent them from squandering time - see the truth 
Make them to see that the birds who now sing 
Have also wept tears of sorrow's gray spring  

 
So homesick they were for nests, sadly stranded 
when home became seascape, landscape abandoned  
 
Can my desire yet wish more to transcend? 
Yes! This inflamed heart does truly intend 
to surpass distant galaxies, to God's throne ascend 
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That my sigh there at midnite, might from on high 
offer hope for despair, calm those who cry  
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Untitled 
For this lonely heart, no measure of rest 
pain departs not, this fiery chest  
the ill linger on, enduring Time's test 
And the Leader shields eyes 
from pain, blight and lies  

 
The henchmen at his flank  
are adornments, bland and blank  
blind, deaf, dumb in rank  
Stone deaf to poverty's cries  
Hell within betrays their disguise  
 
Dissonant echoes fill Leader's soul,  
should not this be cause for his head to roll?  
 
On prosecutor, a hundred blames I now lay 
 But he is deaf to my profane convey  
Fatigued, still he charges forth from his lair  
to wreak havoc on all, evil ensnare  
And yet in the grave, Bahram is not to be found  
from Bahram the hunter, there comes not a sound*  
 
Could healing ointments have fled Jesus' breast? 
Could Moses' staff been rendered unblessed?  
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Religion now seems merely a tool - not for faith or  
   for practice  
but deceit, cunning and malice  
 
Shall these become virtues anew?  
For Muslim brothers and sisters-for man's future view?  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Untitled . . .  
 
You-lonely, discarded ill, waste not precious will,  
in this unfortunate age, cries are silenced by rage  
 
*Grave (goor). Bahram, an ancient King of Iran who, during a hunting expedition, followed an 
Onager {goor) into a bed of quicksand where both perished. This gave rise to the Persian saying: 
Bahram went seeking Onager (goor) but found his grave {goor) instead.  
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Memory's Dimming Light 
Stepping off my shattered heart, 
blind to love, you chose to part  
you easily cast away the stories  
of kindness, faith, affection, glory  
 
Trust can never be your virtue,  
it knows our story is sadly true  
That I traced your beauty on my eyes,  
and with each blink I saw thee twice  
 
But lashes honed were thorns I'd rue,  
silencing my song of you  
In this lap I stroked your hair,  
Now I sigh, my heart ensnared  
by a voice that hides inside me, 
its echo clear, an inner plea  
 
A young gazelle, I ran for you,  
my legs with boundless will pursued  
Reward? - Repose upon your lap,  
In your warmth, a sweet long nap  
 
And yet today, who seeks your refuge?  
Words were uttered in a deluge!  
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Like arrows from about your eyes,  
Words that pierced this heart so wise  
To tell me with a truth so darting,  
of our sad impending parting...  
 
Oh, that God would ban them now,  
these memories of our loving hour  
I sealed my lips to halt the flow  
and fled with the speed of flame aglow  
 
An arrow parted from a bow, Singing:  
''Love's value is not measured so!"  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Finding Flight 
You said shadows of sadness always darken the heart- 
Within my heart’s chamber they now etch art: 
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Alas, should joy ''light" wish to impart,  
Woe from this room shall soon depart  
Banished to the facing door,  
Where men sit 'round exchanging lore  
of heartfelt matters, of love adored ...  
 
Once driven to the point of madness,  
I shattered chains and gyves of sadness  
That I might sit beside the wise one,  
I broke my fetters, My Will Be Done!  
And promised the master of my soul,  
than my place would flank the throne royal  
 
Wind of Sheba! Aloud I cried, 
Calm thee now! Lest those who ply  
rough seas shall drown in thy waves of fury  
reach not the shore, by sea be buried  
 
Never cause a heart to weep,  
Blemish not the Path we keep  
Of wrathful acts, this Remember:  
"Once stones are cast on Sparrow tender,  
From misfortune's way, flight shall send her!'  
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Transcendence 
Oh, God,  
of this breathing pipe what shall you fashion,  
after my days have passed away?  
Could you not a flute imagine,  
from my life's dormant airway?  
 
From these long bones could canes be formed,  
That might fall into lame men's hands?  
Or could a carriage be accorded  
to usher me to heaven's land?  
 
From fiery grief within my chest  
could dear God compose a song,  
whose lyrics summon to your breast  
the tired ones who for you Long?  
 
For me, lay out a pair of wings,  
that might, to you, my message bring  
Grant a home where I might reside,  
eternally - in love's gracious stride 
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where other souls who there reside  
care not where my homeland lied  
 
Fill this soul with Love, Goodwill  
let it face the harshest hill  
that it might lead both ill and poor  
to your everlasting door  
 
Reveal the Path, Dear God on High,  
Light my way, that I may draw nigh  
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Tears 
Under storm clouds, droplets of tears  
formed at the edge of the lake so clear 
One blink commenced the water's race  
cascading valleys of this face  
 
Rising over every shore  
searing, salting, burning more  
Flooding lap with self-seeking waters  
Falling hard, dew's clear, strong partner 
 
Lightning bolted from the skies  
scorching throat, searing eyes  
Thunder roared deep and loudly 
over the head of the enemy, proudly  
 
No power availed to stop this monsoon  
from lashes poured the rhythmic tune  
Consuming tears engulfed the shoreline  
My house, I saw, drown in the brine...  
 
Now droplets pool, upon my form,  
Tears flood my body, tears so warm  
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The Golden Pen 
Since eternity s dawn, our names lay upon  
the book of loves pages, writ there for ages  
Inscribed there within, by Golden Pen  
the Angels inscribed it, in book infinite  
 
Angels, I ask you, is it not true?  
Her names there beside mine, our names do entwine-  
And if it there glows, how can she not know  
How can she be blind, to this truth so Divine?  
 
Oh! Ashes undone, that book did become!  
its pages like night, to my lover’s sight  
Tears washed away promise, bliss into abyss  
I summoned the wind, golden pen to rescind 
from Angels soft hand, cast down to hard Land  
That she might not be aware, of our bonds despair  
 
I witness with grief, my rival - a thief!  
enter her heart, his love to impart 
I make known my presence, seeking her essence  
Yet she merely sighs, upon sensing my eyes  
 
What course shall I take, for this painful heartache  
Friend became enemy, lover turned deadly  
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held tight by my rival, she now mourns my arrival  
 
Only hope can remain, that soon once again  
She'll return my embrace, in loves web of lace  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lashes That Bind 
In the garden we sat last night  
and held each other's eyes in sight...  
 
And in your eyes stellar,  
I glimpsed a wine cellar  
Which I kindly entered, unconvinced,  
And drunk, I have been, ever since!  
 
Words unfolded from my look,  
my meaning could not be mistook  
Such eyes before unseen in life,  
Alas, this love shall be my wife!  
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Oh eyes! Your gulf spread far and wide,  
Seduced me in their great divide!  
Till I was but barely clinging,  
to trembling lashes, fate merely spinning  
away - beneath me unraveling, turned,  
yet eyes closed not, indeed I yearned  
for your searing eyes, that I might bum  
in their lustrous gaze! ... ! Wait my tum... 
  
And though from comers of your eyes,  
you may flirt with men, likewise  
be certain that from your spell I'll fly,  
Solitude's relief, I'll try  
 
Yet, free from pain, I'd know withal,  
if once more caught, in awe I'd fall...  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Radiance (Magic) 
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Your eyes shimmer, waves of kindness  
loyalty, or, perhaps Divineness?  
Gift for a tired soul, distressed 
A glance, merely, a glance no less  
 
Yet my heart, boldly, from its nest  
Pierced veiling lace upon my chest  
tempted and trembled at your behest  
by magical gaze, spellbinding gest  
 
Energy from ·my soul now flew  
legs grew weak from your short cue  
Meeting your gaze with will anew  
rays to one converged from two  
 
Tears fall softly from black lashes  
Brightening onyx hair in flashes  
In my heart, confusion follows  
and on its heels a feeling, hollow  
 
Arms raised high into the air  
I talk to God, recall you there  
And in my vision's imagined stare  
I still can sense your radiant air  
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Song of Seclusion 
Tiny bird in latticed box, 
 Your wit compares not with the Fox  
lest you would from this tired cage,  
escape to yet another stage  
 
You cannot match the Lion's vigor,  
Nor, like a wolf, endure with rigor  
the two-faced onslaughts of your captors,  
at once condemned and held in rapture  
 
Wings and feathers of no avail,  
You feigned illness within your jail  
Your pricelessness, once so regaled,  
is no more, poor nightingale  
 
That once a butterfly, who since has flown,  
sat kindly by your grace's throne  
Is true, they say, is true indeed, 
Yet from this friend you had no need  
 
Should your liberty be arranged,  
on that day you'll find it strange  
that what you see within the mirror,  
might strike you're heart as if an error  
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And then and there you might recall,  
that sweet bright song that drew them all  
of which, had you not been so proud,  
You would today have ridden clouds  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Soldier and Nurse 
Do you hear me, brave soldier, hero of war?  
Beside you I sit, nursing your core  
sensing the pulse of a heart that lingers  
with the soft tips of my gentle fingers  
 
Here I have witnessed the lifeless grey gaze,  
have stroked gentle eyes of your beautiful face  
with the sad knowledge that it is I  
who touches them last, before they shall die  
 
For a few short more hours, your eyes will meet mine  
Then your soul will depart, too soon to resign  
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too soon to resign...  
 
Bravely you fought, yesterday's fight  
the tale travelled fast, of your courage, your might  
Your warm, vibrant voice rings in me still  
On waves of your soul ride words of your will 
 
 
Know surely, my friend, that after you've gone  
Your mother will hear the tale of her son  
To her I will say:  
''Dear Motherly One,  
A brave man has perished, a soldier, your son  
Be patient, dear lady, in grief overrun,  
He whom you lost was equalled by none." 
  
To God shall I pray:  
"To Your side show the Way.  
Embrace evermore,  
This brave hero of war."  
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New year’s Resolution 
Do not let not your angry heart  
Tempt your soft voice to impart  
unkind words upon your fellow  
fill your garden with rumor's woe  
fall prey to envy's greenish glow  
 
Cast away your maddened mood  
Be rid of deeds painful, rude  
Stand tall - with Love and Faith treat all 
With Kindness, Truth your moral call  
 
Rejoice this New year, Beloved townsmen!  
Rejoice this New year, Beloved townsmen!  
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My Homeland in Ruins 
Maddened in mind, at home did I dwell  
until tears of blood, at your feet fell  
a man, such as /, accustomed to wine  
suspended here now by this tenuous vine  
 
Burning, I fled from home's bright flowerbed  
Enduring, I found home in dry desert instead  
 
Dear friend, for no reason, my home I did trade  
for a spiny, spare nest under constant tirade  
rainstorms and thunder I shouldered with will  
my soul, without tire, did brave bitter chill  
 
Shielding my eyes from the ills of this realm 
my lips tightly pursed, my voice quiet, still  
I witnessed my birthplace beseiged, overwhelmed  
by men raining terror, who in their drive filled  
my homeland with strangers, dear homeland of mine  
and cast out native Persians by cunning design  
 
Echo this tale then, be not at all vague  
a cure we must find to fight their dread plague  
If not, day by day, time will amass  
Bid love adieu, indeed it will pass  
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And if they know not of me, in exile  
let them beware that this tale of revile  
shall round this great earth surely endeavor  
to scatter its message for now and forever  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Searcher 
With each dawn I search for you,  
as the garden, at dawn, is sought by dew  
And when dusk falls, I scan the skyline  
for sight of you, lost sun of mine  
through lightning, thunder, wind and rain  
my vision pierces space in vain  
 
In fiery soul of rain's tinted bow  
in waves of seas, in mountain's stones  
in midst of whitecap's frothy mist  
from rising swell's arching crest  
I search for you, I yet persist  
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At the core of every blossom, your presence I do seek  
Never has a lover been so thorough, in light so dark  
   and bleak  
In sleep's dreamy cloud, my hands rest at your side  
poised in prayer, with hope allied  
that one day, your hair, like a shawl  
will, smooth, upon these fingers fall  
 
When I wake from sleep's deep recess,  
sanctity yields to distress desire  
dulled, its Former yearning  
like drifting petal, downward fuming  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Searcher... 
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Yet I dare not stop to rest  
the breath of dreams still warms this chest  
this body, its will, endures the test  
I praise your sweetness in my mind  
the lilt of your voice, my cherished find  
 
Many years now have passed  
without reason, time has elapsed  
I know not now which path I'll tread  
Perhaps other searchers face less dread  
Perhaps they'll bring your news my way  
For this hope, my course I'll stay  
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Daughter of the Fall 
I don't inspire sleeping flowers  
to fear the spring's impending hour  
cold days indeed precede · her,  
snow and rain in swirls confer  
while the burning, yearning seeds hide still,  
awaiting passage from the chill  
 
Cold days pass - spring comes in due course,  
Blossoms cleanse eyes, in morning dew's source  
A young butterfly soon visits the petals,  
Nightingale fine upon petals settles,  
they drink of clear wine  
these creatures so fine  
 
Blossoms will bloom - glow, wither, die  
Their tolerance fades,  
Flowers underfoot lie  
Brief lives passing by  
between layered days made  
 
In their time's fold, a span eternal  
a tenure so short, a turn ... All ...  
the butterfly's heart grows chill 
the nightingale's wings are still 
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the blossoms lie cross the hill  
 
Dear Blossom, stay with me always!  
in the descending curve of Autumn days  
For when you fade, I lose my will  
and the echo of Spring's love grows dimmer still  

 
 
 
 
 
 

My Longing 
Be earnest and refrain - don't mention my longing  
Speak not of me or my country - no word of that land  
Year upon year have passed me by  
While I,  
Alone 
for message stood waiting  
 
Of our distant stretch of earth, of our proud traditions  
please, do not speak  
For talk only ushers forth futile tears-  
in exile, we remain  
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Mention not the sighs of nightly weeping,  
The caravan has passed - the leader has rung the bell  
Ignore that caravan, its distant hollow knell  
The land I loved has died, was fleeting  
 
Speak not of the hidden, of apparitions, or dreams  
I am love's servant  
leave me time for a rose, speak no more - repose  
Winter brings on biting chill 
Autumn distaste for the fading jonquil  
Spring ... hold your tongue ... be still-  
 
 
My body trembles, my pulse in a rush 
Refrain from revealing destiny 
Until I place love’s flame in that unfortunate realm 
It is my wish not be saddened or maddened by world 
Quiet…hush… 
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My Longing...  
 
Oh sky, send a winged courier, relay my message  
   in flight 
Oh Gold of this earth, I pray, tell them  
Speak not of my days  
Do not mention my nights  
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Comparisons 
Azure blue skies 
mirror your eyes  
the pale, moonlit garden dreads  
the theft of charming flower beds  
Where roses, jasmine, and tulips sleep  
in the midst of the night, deep slumber deep  
 
narcissus' pupils slowly unfold  
like yours - alert and ever bold 
geraniums and violets, in full, emerge  
from boxwood's prison on height's converge  
 
The date palm grows straight and free  
reflected thoughts in you I see...  
their light bringing sight  
to my dark night  
 
thorny lashes, your eyes, adorn 
the hand resting on your neck is warm 
yet you dream of the maddened man  
keenly assess his ambitious plan 
  
rest your head, if you can  
on my lap ... listen  
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my body, this patient, 
will nurse - but then  
 
my weak heart, must from the start  
withhold the telling of this tale  
While for trust's equal I bend to pray  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Comparisons... 
 
Laughter your habit,  
Weeping mine 
Humor, some find it  
in night, and incline  
after your manner,  
in your design  
 
Where roses, jasmine, and tulips sleep  
in the midst of the night, deep slumber deep  
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Egypt Darling 
When God imparted you to my care  
He did not hint at the sweet scent of your blouse  
As he did for Jacob  
 
Like Joseph, they cast you, sinless, into the well  
From whose depths, God decreed your ascension,  
brought you to me  
To guard in my embrace  
Your well-being His command  
 
Darling of Egypt, I sing praises to your eyes  
cherish the privilege of my view  
For he who has tasted the bitterness of separation knows  
that my hair shadows the blackest locks  
 
Fate does not flow forth  
From the wells of thine eyes  
The water downstream shall never again fill that pitcher  
 
Darling of Egypt, the breath in my chest was crushed  
My sorrowful cries stilted  
by my rival who clutched at my throat  
 
Oh, bring me a rose petal under which I may  
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   seek shelter 
God always offered me such comfort  
to blanket my body and ease my soul  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Escape 
I took liberty from your place, oh heart 
made an offering of my soul in your absence 
relinquished my eye's grip on your image 
and shed tears in your name  
 
You inquired after me since 
demanding Reason,  
Patience and Tolerance in a whirlwind of blame  
Could I expect otherwise?  
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And though I feared the wine would cause complaint,  
it was the path which caused me to stumble  
 
From a world of wisdom to dark land of ignorance  
I travelled, taking my place in a lofty comer of sorrow  
Chastised for words too base  
and deeds of error  
 
It was not yesterday's boiling wine that made me whirl  
but loss of those eyes and the ensuing sorrow,  
''Some day" I cried, "the world will scorch the roots  
   of the weeping willow.  
Autumn and spring remain enigmas."  
 
Your reply: "you may leave. Go, your God is here."  
 
And so it was, my thoughts would not return  
to the likeness of that friend again  
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Nucleus 
Mad, fatigued, disenchanted  
Tossed in the ocean of your grief, my raft  
tom to splinters  
 
At your side, I wiped your tears  
inviting them into my heart  
where they overwhelmed the rising, curved  
   compassionate wave  
Days and nights swept away by the undertow of  
   your sins  
My selfish urgings abandoned  
I drift, aimless  
 
Like the tender blossom whose stem you cut  
I hang from your locks - my lifeline severed  
let still, I guard your secrets close  
Secure behind jasmine blossom lips  
 
Encircled by adversity,  
adrift  
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Nest of Ruin 
As the song of the birds alighted my ears,  
I was thinking of you, sweet tender dear  
As the rays of the sun burst brightly burning,  
I was thinking of you, your gentle yearning  
 
Yet you departed and in your wake  
This tender heart did longingly ache  
 
As a migrating sparrow, heavy of wing, 
I was thinking of you, of your voice - its ring  
My back fractured by your flight  
My every day an unending night  
 
As a garden stalk so lithe and limber  
I was thinking of you - your voice's timbre  
Of your icy stare upon my form  
I was thinking of you, of cold vision's scorn  
 
The lips of the blossom tell a tale of their own  
Like such a spring blossom I pondered alone  
Your glacial greeting, its frosty tone  
 
As briars which cut and scar the feet,  
I was thinking of you, of pain replete  
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But, like love's gazelle, you fled my presence  
leaving me longing alone in your absence 
 
To here remain, in this nest so shattered  
marking each day, each day so tattered  
 
Propped against this unsound dwelling 
Thinking of you, your image welling 
Before my eyes, tears slowly swelling  
 
 
 
 

Black Wine (Life of the Party) 

Last night no one stirred at the friendly affair 
No flickering sign of her light lit the air 
Yet I longed for a mere glance 
Of her saturnine face, that in light she might dance 
…yet no singer sang the song of love’s trance 
 
In the eyes of the host, the tone of his voice  
there burned not a flame, no cause to rejoice  
the candle of hope had gradually ebbed  
for the light of her eyes, my hope met with dread  
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From the waves of the music, from singer's tune  
daggers struck at my heart, daggers hard hewn  
While other guests' moods seemed so gaily attired  
not a soul bent toward me, of my thoughts to inquire  
 
Yes! It is true that red wine I did drink!  
Blood of my soul! Wine like Black Ink!  
 
Last night though I waited, her face did not show  
Last night's dark affair, lacked her warm glow  
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Pollution 
You rain ruin on the land, the earth, the galaxy, 
humanity!  
From the mirage of consciousness you rise searing  
   and mad,  
humanity!  
Oceans, rivers and lakes teem with your refuse,  
humanity!  
Over mountains and fields hover clouds of ruin,  
humanity!  
Through brush and forest you cast consuming flames,  
humanity!  
Afield among flowers you unfold autumn wings,  
humanity!  
 
You hold a sabre to the throat of earthly life, 
And now, export your scourge to the heavens above!  
 
You plot the demise of the world,  
humanity!  
Never before have offspring so imperiled their mother,  
humanity!  
 
Your dream, I fathom, is to bring her to her end!  
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But, I hope, despite fear, that you’ll fail in this quest  
Humanity! Humanity!  
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Police Presence 
I can just make out  
the dim shadow of your figure  
on the stone wall across my window  
bayonet high and tense  
bootsteps resonate...  
echo of your conflicts  
and the threat you bring our way  
 
my breath stops short  
I tremble  
as your curls slowly from shadow dark  
more scalding a steam than my fire within  
 
He whom you took from this door  
was my wind,  
He whom you stole, my son-  
light of my nest  
caretaker to his father  
 
He whom you trampled hard upon  
bent in pain, and made cry  
was my right hand, my ballast  
 
Armed ones, you have not stirred from your watch  
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for many passing days now  
Like stem beggars, you hold your ground  
 
But a day soon arrives, 
when free from your guard  
I'll cry to the world  
This nest is ours!  
This home, my sanctuary!  
Immune to assault,  
Invincible!  
 
 
 
 

Message from my Friend 
"Tonight it is revealed to you, she will be your guest."  
The message from my friend read, sent at  
their behest...  
 
Her lips parted in two winsome layers,  
the lilt of her message, like morning prayers:  
 
''My prayer stone, the sacred space between your eyes,  
you are my religion - in your fidelity lies  
my braid of benevolence, my lace of virtue,  
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my aura of love bums brightly blue  
 
Like a tamed falcon, I stand at the ready,  
Watching - the enemy's advance is steady...  
Night finds me drunk within your song,  
Dawn bring's new light, your promise strong  
 
In the eve, as the enemy grows near,  
in your bed, I'll fly from fear  
my caressing hands will lay on thee,  
And usher forth your faith in me  
 
I'll banish moon from thy sight  
you are my crescent, you are my light  
my brilliant sun, white star of night...  
 
The truth burned clear, when with gracious stride,  
you crossed my threshold, came inside  
You’ll be my guest this eventide,  
and slumber safely at my side  
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Word of Love 
Like distilling wine,  
we boil with the promise of love  
Drunk with the drink,  
enamored of Eros himself  
 
Conscious of the widening world  
our voice, verily, a sigh  
though we possess a hundred tongues...  
 
Intimate to ardor's honeyed fold  
our heart serves as our foundation,  
yearning for sweet utterances  
 
God's bounty was in the word  
Love  
and with his word we honor  
The homeless of the land  
who seek hope  
Those feathered with rose petal plumage  
who stand far from the distant Garden, 
forgotten  
 
I long and hope for the day when  
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all hearts bloom in  
unconditional, boundless grace  
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Human 
You are neither refuge for the homeless  
nor hope, nor desire  
Neither water bearer for the parched  
nor sustenance,  
Neither a complete sentence  
nor a spent sigh  
 
You scorn imagination  
and talk seldom of love  
 
In your despair  
You set the trap tautly  
to ensnare the winged, the free  
 
No sign of pity or joyous smile  
graces your visage  
as you avert your eyes from the word of God 
  
Alien to you are the nights of worship  
rather, you fancy yourself Shah  
seeking only joy  
Black blemish of sin - crime's companion!  
displaying no mercy,  
denying fiction's escape  
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from aggression and discord  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Human… 

 blind to compassion’s softly worn road 
 abstaining from wine lest it 
 moisten dry throat 
 you strike at your fellow 

and take flight from love 
 
I vow to the Gods  
that your progress will halt! 
  
Having come of age in Heaven,  
you planted your feet on Earth  
And now demand from God  
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to lead you?  
to reveal the Way?  
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A Half-Learned Leader 
One evening till the noon of night,  
beneath high podium, out of sight  
I sat in secret and tried to listen,  
to your beloved leader - with great discretion.  
 
Considering his swift ascent,  
Examining his argument,  
This question, here, to him I sent:  
 
''A vote for justice is a vote for God - is it not true?"  
 
"Given justice is moulded to my design, it is a virtue."  
 
"Why must you be so hard, unyielding?"  
 
''My life has been spent in suffering,  
Today the sword is in my hand  
With it I will make my kill  
Exact revenge upon the land  
With this sword I'll carve my will!"  
 
The leader was blind, his reason overrun:  
'If I kill not, I'm not my father's son!"  
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I mused, with dread:  
"When one gains power through anarchy,  
That is the height of infamy."  
And then, in haste, I fled.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fallen Web 
In the shelter of the willow dale  
hangs the spider, under veil of web's converging mesh  
of thread with hope of ensnaring, in her spread,  
those passing innocents, who by her tread  
 
Within her web already wait  
many victims - inanimate  
by silken noose, they hang condemned  
on her attention, they now depend 
  
But with swift spirit, winds arise  
hurl spider from lofty paradise- 
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She gazes 'bout with sudden dread  
Her self-spun web a crown of thread  
 
She thinks, to wit, has it not been said:  

 
'It is often she who sets the trap,  
who suddenly finds herself enwrapped  
For she who must endure such grief,  
spring's joy wilts like a fallen leaf."  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Swirl 
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I once soared above my land  
desert and mountain, below me, grand  
 
And through the dusty, sunlit haze 
I could but barely cast my gaze 
Upon a father with his child 
Playing together, tender, mild 
 
Day by day made years of aid  
until father's affections were to be repaid  
 
But devils of dust soon began to swirl  
a vortex of pain from that hamlet did whirl  
 
From my vantage I now espied  
the child approach his father's side  
 
Only to witness in one grand sweep  
Son rouse father from his sleep  
and with a cold, unfeeling hand  
cast his father from his land  
 
upon the floor of a prison cell  
by his child, cast into hell  
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Clouds 
0 clouds above, behold from your view  
that humans can make their way without you  
or - if they cannot, know that it's true  
they've no need of your listless, shaded hue  
 
You have concealed the face of the luminous one  
with cotton wings, you obscure cherished sun  
Neither rose bush nor cedar may now behold  
the image of their beloved star of gold  
 
Sun of day, orb of night are jailed together by  
   your might  
Free them and be gone, 0 Clouds, recall your  
   odious blight  
 
Oh Clouds above, oceans tire of your tears  
sun and moon have been hidden for years  
Your lazy drifting now unleashes mad fears  
Damavand's flood waters rush forth, rising near 
lips of young lilacs - life's blood insincere!  
 
0 Clouds above, stop and beware  
Sun and moon rise against you, your body to tear  
from ten parts to twenty, this I do swear  
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from twenty still more, 0 Clouds, beware!  
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Mother and Child 
This I was told:  
That when my mother bore me-  
She, more valuable than diamonds!-  
she set me gently upon her lap  
and held me close,  
upon her breast,  
She taught me how to drink  
 
That at night  
by my side she sat and waited-  
with will of iron  
and with eyes alert  
on mine in rest,  
She taught me how to sleep  
 
That words she placed  
upon my tongue  
for soul to drink  
and store as wisdom  
and word by word  
she formed a river,  
She taught me how to speak  
 
That my hand she took to lead me, 
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from home to garden to street,  
and step by step  
she measured mine  
She taught me how to walk  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mother and Child . . . 
 
And so it is,  
that my essence flows from her essence  
rendering me drunk with the lifeblood that  
flows, like sweet wine, from within her  
 
And so I swear,  
that all my triumphs reflect her grace  
that as long as my soul glows bright  
as long as life burns inside me  
my love for her endures  
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Ray of Kindness 
From earth's innocent, rising dawn  
your ray of kindness shed light upon  
my troubled soul, my spirit's well  
that I might not in darkness dwell  
 
Rays bursting from the sundisk's face  
My somber nights soon did erase  
my closest secrets made candid, I  
watched shadows recede, by and by  
 
My whispers spoke of a loving world  
Their enigmatic rhyme inward curled  
consumed this soul and all its might  
Can you know how your rays so bright  
illuminated me that dark, stark night?  
 
I can neither now explain,  
nor measure in dream's unsure plane  
the depth of your unmatched compassion  
the essence of the love you fashion  
 
Whose spark set the boy's heart aflame  
that tender, youthful heart - the same,  
so its fire might be unfurled  
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and with its heat warm this cold world  
 
Now I dream of your return 
for that time afar, I yearn 
when rays wil pierce clouds in flight 
grace my shoulder with their light 
LIght which I, with all my store 
shall share from shore to shore 
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Reign of Terror 
He who made his home in the land of Cyrus and Darius  
He who temptation lured from purity  
He who barred freedom for the enslaved  
He who resisted the blessing of liberty  
He who uttered no word of kindness and never  
mended ills with threads of love  
 
He who caused such strife in the countryside  
that the city responded with a lion's roar  
He who placed the fire of deceit in the lap of the land  
and scorched the homes of widows and orphans  
 
He who tore the tender flesh of the innocents  
and choked the breath from the wise and poor  
He who shunned the path of righteousness,  
and chose instead the path of depravity  
 
He whose sword threatened all around him  
demanding  
Confessions!  
 
For him, I pen this verse-  
With hope that the sky might descend hard upon him  
for his reign of terror,  
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Imposed on every soul of the land  
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God of the Land 
The infidel's burden crushes down on the land  
Humanity's blood overflows his cupped hand  
 
Oh, fan a tic young man! Your vision lies dead!  
A turban, instead, wraps tight 'round your head! 
  
Swords dangle from mariners' drunken old hands  
The Old world gives birth to a new breed of man  
 
Adrift in dark Space and Time's shifting sands...  
 
The reins of the country's chariot rip  
in Pharoah’s and Mani's, and Shaddad's steel grip  
 
The sails of the vessel tatter and fray  
fear of the tempest brings men to pray  
 
to the ''god" of the land, who divinely sits high 
atop the king's crown, an Idolatrous Lie  
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Attention 
Hear, Witness, Accept,  
my words, deeds, concern  
through seasons' constant tum,  
for granite faith I kept  
 
In a promise made,  
a promise still unbroken  
though in my bosom's shade,  
harsher words were spoken  
from the one whom I had chosen  
as my future aide  
 
Your heart it glowed  
and warm blood flowed  
and mine surpassed its own inner heat  
still - my love, my faith replete  
are questioned, doubted - how can it be?  
they must know my soul's threshold  
while surely open wide to thee  
fore them shall close and thinly fold  
 
to your sanguine lips I swear 
your soul with mine completes the pair  
But from the corridor of your love deep  
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Spent, exhausted, I find, I weep  
 
And for this, from your land  
I soared!  
My gaze averting  
eyes adored...  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Venus 
Venus ponders a divorce from her heart  
Head and body - in discord - wish to part  
Kindness, faith, hope  
Tangible, visible, within love's scope  
 
She - Infidelity's shadow and hue  
So kind, so caring (if criticisms are few)  
In a crowd's presence, she's the queen of virtue... 
  
Now, considering a theft of desire  
Seductive spears are hurled in the fires  
of Stars pulsating, flaring core 
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And from prism within rays of gold upsoar 
  
Venus makes love to the Stars at her side!  
 
When Venus beholds the Star's lustrous eyes  
With song she beckons - "In my orbit fly!"  
When she tosses her locks before their silhouettes  
The crown of the king levitates from '1a tete"  
 
Witness to this, surely she shall remain  
for day of judgement (more sane! more sane!)  
When she will be called on at last to explain  
the celestial opera that engaged her domain  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Children of God 
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Of those, our brothers, Ebon-hued kin,  
enslaved and impoverished, branded, made thin  
in White columned houses, deplored by white men 
  
Cast in unfortunate roles, for no fortunate goal  
 
No bread in night's darkness, nor water at dawn 
nor proper place to rest heads upon  
under cool blanket of moonlight ... moonlight hard won  
 
Who dared kill those captives? 
Who dared flesh uproot? ' 
Tread upon them in passing  
like dirt underfoot?  
 
They were children of God!  
No mistake in creation- 
Yet how cruel was their station...  
how cruel was their station...  
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Wisemans Words 
Have you heard the words of the wiseman?  
Do not stray from home or kinsmen  
Hold fast instead in holy worship,  
imbue the nest with fellowship  
like the bird who tends its young,  
Better cagebound than too headstrong  
and fly from native land, to run,  
as you have done, my native son  
 
Why do you laugh! No time for laughter!  
But time for tears to wash, to alter  
the destiny that God made clear,  
in this strange land, this foreign sphere  
 
Can this truth be yet a lie?  
That I who wine and sin descry,  
Now kneel before an earthly dagger  
bound like an enemy, made to stagger?  
 
The prisoner's nightly pleading cry  
begets a sound of wailing high  
much like the call of winged prey 'nigh  
but pleas the jailor will deny  
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And yet I envy those who gather  
those prisoners who endure the tether  
For they in beaded chains succumb  
and solace gain in Will rendered numb  
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Book of Ramin 
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The Cage  

Without reason, I built a nest where the night breeze blows  
Yet raindrops of midnight tears left it shredded and tattered  
And my foes rejoiced at the sight of my homelessness  
 
My shattered home in tow, I sought the city that had gone astray  
And bestowed my ruins on a gathering  
That hailed from the lands of Arabia 
  
In truth, my woe kindled the fire  
That scorched my pillared home  
as pearls fell askance my cheeks  
their callous mirth filled the air 
  
Shadow of moonlight, dark contour of home  
that once soared to celestial lofts... 
  
Cast out of this dwelling by pretenders to holiness  
we who called the land home - arrayed now alone  
victims of theft our lasting heritage 
 
From this day forward, we dwell not atop the midnight breeze 
Too wary of false leaders who conspire against us 
Homeless we remain…Walking in small and measured steps 
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The Way of My Heart  
 
You and I - tint and hue of butterflies  
like petals of the pomegranate - vivid magnificent  
At the dawn of starlight you crossed my threshold  
At chime stroke the end of my longing  
your hand on mine – heart’s inferno ablaze  
the warm aroma of spring's awakening 
  
You call out to my heart, why?  
You stir my soul, why?  
My love is steadfast - this I avow  
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Why, then, do you injure me? 
  
The night of our embrace a gentle reminiscence  
Our lips entwined could transform the world  
I prayed that God would shelter you  
I wished f to whisper...  
You are my God! 
My lips on yours felt neither sinful nor vain 
  
Why make pleas of my heart?  
Why wrench my sour from me...why?  
my love, in earnest, I swear, is constant  
Why do you pierce my heart…why? 
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The Scheme  
 
If you pray to God without divine intention  
God views your prayer with contempt  
You may bend and you may kneel, dear friend  
but should your heart be corrupt  
what can you expect of your entreaties? 
  
Neither galaxy, sky nor world was created in vain  
heaven and earth were not formed in deceit  
God comprehends the mind of the individual and can discern true  
faith  
He can expose their vanity for all eyes to judge  
do not pretend to believe that God is ignorant of your deeds 
His wisdom is infinite, His insight eternal  
 
you have heard that God is kind and compassionate  
that He will aid-your cause  
you have heard that god is all merciful  
whether this is true, g truly wonder...  
 
certainly not for the one who falls prey to corruption  
God may give him free rein in this realm  
but nor in the world to come 
 
Why do you scheme against God and utter his name in vain? 
Remove your attire and thrust aside the robes on your shoulders 
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They are ill – fitting garments and pretentious symbols 
If I choose not an attire of such type, can you imagine why? 
My God is Verity 
My Verity is God 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Homecoming 
  
We returned to our homeland and found it in ruins  
In every corner lay a snare or mirage 
a downpour of tears obscured the destruction from my eyes  
 
Swirling debris profuse with fifth - the air densely imperceptible  
Mere breathing was an act of shame, a burning impossible to bear 
  
I implored God - “This was my home long ago!  
Alighting the rosebuds, a butterfly was I!”  
 
“My dear one, I do not understand the treatment of your country - 
I know not why the holy ones would usher forth its ruin.” 
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“What” q asked “can be done for my home, now?  
I beg you - heal this patient or I fear she will die forever!  
Don’t let it be so! I implore You, God!  
I beg you in tears!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Freedom  
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Oh God, to which country did you bestow freedom?  
You gave the mountains and valleys their proper adornments 
the forest its mysterious allure, the flower its fleeting charm  
to these You gave life affirming love and freedom  
 
You placed azure sky over every nation's roof  
To the oceans you gave waves and currents  
That the seasons might change  
You gave the shores their tolerance for ceaseless tides  
and windborne gulls to serenade them  
and in the mountain You prated a granite heart of abiding strength 
  
Yet when I witness the freedom of these earthly landscapes  
I dare not speak of the freedom of nations!  
For freedom in forms diverse has brought trials and suffering  
Though haired as a panacea for all the ills of nations  
 
Still - who can affirm that it holds our answer for the future?  
Who claims that freedom is inherent in religion? 
Oh God, Your own hand gave us this clique of men - 
Did You shower them in gold or silver?  
Is this now freedom - or imprisonment itself?” 
If so, why are men and women laid waste in the name of freedom? 
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The Burnt Tree  
 
Thunder and lightening rolled past and onward  
Yet the body of the cedar stiff burned  
leaves and bark  
a cavern of charcoal and ash  
witness to time’s passage 
  
within - 
a seedling takes root  
- another life emerges...  
soaring high to behold it’s birthplace!  
another of all things that come and go  
in eternity, in splendor 
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unaware of their own coming and going  
Do they not see god as this very eternity?  
 
Hold fast in the arms of my God, friend  
He alone decides  
when the tree burns, when the tree grows 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The slingshot  
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A small tender hand  
The line drawn taut  
A carefully set stone... released 
Finds its mark  
An instant of pain - carmine soaked wing 
  
Fly it cannot  
tumbling downward  
passing branch and limb  
its body cooling to the earth  
 
The hunter's delight in his kill  
turns to despair as he lifts his prey from the ground  
a fife lost, for purpose and yield unknown  
a boy with a weapon - a moral void 
  
Where is compassion - where are the merciful?  
Where to the pillars of the nation hide?  
Witnesses to prison's toll  
Witnesses to the senseless hunt  
The wise cannot but wonder  
At the jailing of innocents  
By the likes of a boy hunter  
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Starvation  
 
Wandering beneath a shroud of illness and want  
Neither shirts on their bodies, nor shoes on their feet  
Their heads unadorned, unprotected sun scorned  
 
Hunger is their companion  
not a simple piece of bread  
for these children of Africa  
medicine is a distant dream 
  
they hunger, they thirst, they tremble for life 
  
We heard in the desert, the thunder of their cries  
children awash in grim dust and mud, pulling at grass  
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a bitter taste of life  
too weak to raise a finger  
their eyes losing light 
 
the God of the world sees the innocent and desperate...  
Did not God bestow upon them this suffering?  
 
Injustice confounds me - a world of disparity! 
Of some having much  
But more having nothing 
 
You, who are healers, open your hands! 
Lend nurture and aid to shatter this cycle 
Bear witness to their cries- 
Lift their burden – Save their lives! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Fallen Tree  
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Longing…the mighty fallen tree  
artifact on a granite mountain path  
shorn of bark, leaves or branches  
no soft aural cast  
no aroma of present life  
leeched of spring’s verdant green  
or fall’s infinite array of splendor  
 
Leaven from the woes of this world  
No gardener can give him water  
no gatherings take comfort in his shade  
neither nightingale nor canary serenade from his branches  
nor flit purposefully from branch to branch 
  
From rains within his heart swell the secret of ages  
through winter gales anal summer drought  
his body has endured  
still, the grand old fallen giant complains not  
amidst a swirling deluge -pushing him onward 
this elder of the woods cannot shed his troubles  
youth has passed and with it dreams of might and vigor  
from the aches of aging there was no rest  
away, away and fading...  
 
A From at rest on the forest floor 
lingering on life for the memory of youth 
drunk in the memories of his youth 
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in revelry for the memories of his youth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Moment  
 
Treasure each moment - for the world is but a moment  
The moment, the reason - to give  
a reminder to friends that they might Cove life  
Tarry not in sadness for the word is confused  
place delicate hands across shimmering hair - enjoy life! 
As the curl of the black mane reveals its highs and its lows  
so kiss the eyes and drink in the tears  
for they are dear and pure and born of the sky  
How can you see the world yet know not the value of the moment  
In the grief of this world, all cry and all wail  
And many of these moments to pass –  
And you - you allow it! You endure it!  
I too have let such moments pass and see now my foolishness – 
Try, then, to love - indeed, worship love itself!  
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For God created love and it is from the accumulation of her true  
moments  
Each sliver embraced by those who accept her bright splendor  
That success in the world is achieved 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Safe in Flight  
 
Atop an unfinished skyscraper  
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a lone bird keeps patient vigil  
the proprietor noted that at least several months would pass  
before the hatchlings arrived  
he felt very honored that the birds chose his building  
yet he was anxious that their presence should stop the important  
construction at hand  
when the city councils and the mayor heard of this strange tale  
they issued an edict preventing further construction until the eggs  
were hatched  
and the birds had gone their merry way   
I was overjoyed to hear this news – 
that animals  
Enjoyed such respect from the community  
But despite my happiness, l could not ignore the cries of my  
brethren in jail 
Whose wings had been snapped and bodies set ablaze  
For those leaders the value of the birds was held in high esteem  
While the value of my brethren was ignored  
Time is truly lost while humanity appraises itself  
Admirable, indeed, that the birds were protected  
Shouldn't such protection exist for us as well? 
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Friends  
 
To my own heart within, I posed a question – 
what became of friendship, loyalty and compassion?  
My heart answered that in this world  
Are found three kink of friends  
Oh heart, I know you listen - do tell me of these three!  
And after his own manner, he answered  
They are those with the skill to fatter  
there are those that need bread  
and there are those who are true  
To the hungry who wish to fill their stomachs avail yourself not  
give them bread and sustain them properly, then set them free  
To those who would offer admiring work and receive them in kind  
Treat them likewise - trade compliment for compliment  
But to those who are eternally betrothed in friendship, I beg you!  
In the name of forgotten love,  
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in the name of kindness and affection  
in the name of all the holy books  
if ever you find the truth of an abiding and loving friendship 
be truer in return and hold them dear for your lifetime 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Masts 
 
The sailboats’ masts aligned the fake’s shore  
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like a forest of dry trees - leafless yet proud  
wooden figureheads piercing the high sky  
they stood calm and still  
yet all feared the lake’s wrath  
of thunder and hail  
that birch would forewarn by shrill cries and beating wings  
The calm passed  
the tempest approached the shore  
and all masts in the darkness of night  
were seized by rain, hail lightening  
waves crest over their defenseless masts  
within moments, straight soldiers had fallen away  
in the calm aftermath  
they complained to the wind  
of their swift demise  
blame was cast on the storm’s furies  
thunder, lightening, wind and hail  
One fractured limb, hanging limp across the deck  
spoke aloud to the others:  
Do not complain to the wind and clouds - 
Nor the lightening or waves - 
This act was the will of God - 
God was angry!  
What coal we have done?  
For He is our Creator!  
Years ago we were fresh, vibrant saplings, yearning with life to reach  
the sky- 
Yet we were cut at the trunk and stripped of our bark,  
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Our knots sanded round and shaped into masts  
The people who crafted us thought themselves our keepers  
By transforming our shape to give their vessels motion  
But our Creator transformed us...still one more time...  
and shall again 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Staves of Arabia  
 
These Arab men, how they hold their heads high  
With superior views of their cloaked women - 
Clad in fabric from head to toe  
An ironic garment shrouds the sins of their male keepers  
Who move about as free as birds 
their beards, hands and feet exposed to the world- without shame  
while innocent girls and wives  
hide their hair, faces and eyes  
The man decrees that if the woman fails to follow like a slave  
Beatings are  
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permitted  
Should women broach these odious traditions  
entry into the matrimonial bed is  
forbidden  
They claim these laws as Koranic verse  
but search and know the truth is otherwise  
The zealots have yielded to fanatic wordplay upon the Holy Book  
To affirm their chauvinism and bigotry  
A tragedy for half the Arab world! 
 How can this haw come to pass? 
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An Innocent girl  
 
My dear child of eighteen, I am the witness  
A mirage it seemed...a...  
Bullet  
head and heart struck  
Rivers of blood coursed your fine shape  
Longing...my tears  
fell 
You asked us to forgive  
When they led you to prison  
Though I had instructed you - 
You are young - be wary of politics!  
I recited my nightmare  
Of a revolution  
Spinning  
on twisted wheels  
you could not grasp it  
you left and were captured  
imprisoned by your own ignorance  
lost in our searching  
the book of love fell, it’s pages  
scattered  
nests ruined and flowers 
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An Innocent girl… 
  
Crushed! 
Didn’t you fathom the enemy’s weapon? 
that you sacrificed self and  
body... 
In the first month of your concealment  
Worry was my shadow  
Lost as to your fate  
I asked without response  
no one could find you  
or sense my very humanity  
or speak of your dark prison corner  
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The night they placed you before rifles  
I remember well - to kill  
You!  
in the black of night  
This is my memory  
That no one believes...  
My dear daughter - the memory of love - an  
Echo  
within me - My dear Daughter  
freedom’s martyr!  
Sacrifice for the nation’s flag. 
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The Butcher  
 
Awake, Butcher!  
Killing people is not an art!  
Torturing the innocent with your dagger 
is not the work of a human  
To steal fife from hundreds  
and send them into eternity  
You have witnessed trees felled by axes  
but do you see the blood on the axes?  
 
You will eventually fall from your highness 
the peoples’ cries will' not remain unheard  
he whom you killed was a father or son  
do you believe that more will not be born?  
 
Everyone seeks compassion  
But the stone that beats within the none believers 
Is left unstirred by  
the screams of fathers, sons and friends  
 
You! Spiritual leader!  
Why don't you behold God? 
Will He allow you to behold him? 
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The Butcher...  
 
Don't you know that torture and killing are followed hard upon by  
torture and killing?  
That each revolution bears witness  
to yet another uprising?  
 
You shamelessly murdered an innocent girl  
Oh Butcher!  
A mere 14 years old!  
A deed worse than this you could not commit.  
 
A grieving nation cannot endure your actions  
They say: “Let him fall as the dead tree falls!” 
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No allies remain to support your ill advice 
  
Oh, Butcher!  
Though you wash the blood from your hands  
God will not accept your repentance!  
A day will come when the hanging rope will entwine your neck! 
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Old Age  
 
From somber dark clouds snow descended  
your hair turned ashen and grey  
in your final years, endurance was a loan from God  
He took it from you and in that deed, he took your youth  
 
The frailty of your felts and your sad nostalgia  
Were His doing - 
He made you age and put the fire in your life  
Your former height - like an arrow - He bent and bowed  
Your vision a lost sense  
your hearing a fugitive from the voices of comrades  
soaring on wings, ever higher and higher - no more...  
 
He let fall the snow  
And your hair turned ashen and grey  
Like the flag of old age  
a mast to your ship  
your hands tremble and you fall ill  
your guitar a lost pleasure, music falls still 
 
though flowers bring forth the aroma of life  
and blossoms everywhere in Splendor do spread  
your pets are fettered, their edges dry  
their message of perish a clear display  
that your youth and your love vanish away  
your vigor and love drown in vast seas  
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pass into the depths of the greatest mirage  
 
Oh my dear God, how youth fast disappeared!  
For what reason, I ask, this ebb and this flow? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Temper Within  
 
Seduced by your trap I grew accustomed to you  
And placed my innocent heart in your cold palm 
My heart - friendless and without defense  
Knowingly, yet unwittingly, wished to join you  
Perhaps your heart would understand mine, I hoped  
Perhaps your mercy might soothe my grief  
Instead, your words, file sharp stones, cracked the vase of my heart  
My pride fell into temptation’s stream 
I cannot usher the distant water’s return  
I will- never understand your idea of fidelity  
Or the pain and the wounds you inflicted  
You complained about my temper  
Like a rough comb, your complaints sprit each strand of my hair  
I left and was wordless  
Perhaps what 6e.fiff you was fitting  
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Don’t deny, my friend your sin on that longest of winter nights  
You will never be able to hide that sin  
beneath soft blankets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Devious  
 
It is time to walk the path to my beloved… 
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I make a quick turn in the direction of the wine salon  
I do not protest the schemers or complain about the religious  
With a loud prayer, I seek the heart of the people!  
 
Put your head in my lap 
So I can brush your hair  
From dusk to dawn  
You claimed to be loving, affectionate and generous  
And so I bring my complaint to you  
 
I left you with the purveyor of wines  
So how can you safeguard my heart? 
And as for the betrayal of the people of the world  
I can only complain to the rim of my goblet  
 
A friend is not one who knows the prayer of my heart  
A friend is one who prays at dawn for me  
 
I wish to recognize the path of God someday  
I pray with all of the 100 beads of my rosary 
 
I didn’t listen to the words of my enemies  
Bur whatever my friend asked, I will do with my own mad heart 
  
I am a slave of my heart  
I’ll, with a glass of wine in my hand  
When can I talk of spirituality?  
I, who reach kindness and love to all? 
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How can I begin to tell the tale of sadness and sorrow?  
The story of lush gardens and fine flowers...  
The ardor of nightingales and perfumed candles...  
 
I know all of those stories but still... 
I follow the butterfly who pays no heed to the flame 
 
 
 

Loss of Years 
My eyes were fixed f on past sweet loves  
in sadness I purveyed the flowing years  
Life - fleering yet still  
My eyes gazed upon the flowers of the garden 
  
If I recite the memories of my past  
They rest upon the pillars of faith  
A pity that youth came and went  
Spent amid kooks and writings  
To the Books - I curse?  
 
My work was heavy  
And I, like a millstone  
My knowledge legendary and world renowned  
The reports claimed my wisdom was golden  
For years I taught the art of medicine  
For gently alleviate the pain of my patients 
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My life was well managed and well lived 
My work praised and admired by peers 
Kindness, Charity, Justice and Equality 
 
I regarded these virtues as highly  
as the Star of Parvin 
  
Yet my eyes wept tears of blood  
Any appreciation for my work  
Rang like the prayer’s Amen... 
  
Sorrow that from my life, there is little left  
My life now consists of memories  
Of sadness and trials 
  
We leave the world without knowing 
If the girl’s hair was raven and wavy  
Embrace love and affection 
Sing their melody!  
Alas, the sacrament of living is thus 

The suffering 
 
Amidst the wealth and sustenance of the world  
I have experienced trials and deprivations  
With a glass of woe and the bitter taste of wine  
The long lives of my friends have tapered  
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In my short life, I have endured many sagas 
  
The gardener does not prune the blossom  
At the entrance to the garden of Sheba.  
Yet, I am a broken branch  
The fountain of youth - where could it take me?  
Like a bubble, riding the stream - I am pure essence  
 
Tired and sad, night and day  
behind in my work - what am I doing?  
Like the old, I have become bent  
The enemy tried to ensnare me again  
But I, like an injured bird – flew from his roof  
 
Day and night, I dwell in the valley  
Like a wild horse, running to and fro 
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The Suffering… 
 
Look at my days and my nights  
And witness but ailments and troubles  
Only God knows what I endured  
I am the book of secrets...I am a broken script. 
I am the story of the secret of being – 
on every page ascribed.  
 
He made our nights darker because he lied to us!  
 
Lest I was like the light of dawn  
You hard hearted man, why hide the secret?!  
In the heart of the world, this secret has never been uttered  
 
In this world, nobody knows fate 
I yearn to hear truth and feel love - not lies  
Like a sentry spider  
I would thread my country in silk wrapping  
And protect her borders from enemies 
Hoping someday for freedom  
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Doesn’t my face tell you so?  
To attain this desire, we will do anything! 
Isn’t the cage a place that beckoned - like an immigrant? 
Unfortunately, never have q beheld this world without a cage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Deceivers  
 
Though you kneel vainly at the after of God 
God will not accept you  
In His supreme domain  
The prostration of the holy - if impure  
Serve what purse for God?  
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The galaxies and heavens were not created by guile  
The seven skies were not raised under pretense  
God is forever aware  
Of the sly scheming of some 
He is the judge of all humans  
in this world and the next  
Do not blame the galaxy of god  
the darkness of your despair  
You cannot flee from worldly duplicity  
You have heard that God is kind and compassionate 
You have heard that God is most merciful  
But for the fraudulent man  
God awaits with torment, ire and torture  
Why are you trying to deceive God, my brother?  
Remove the holy attire from your body,  
If I do not wear these garments, can you guess why?  
Because I believe god to be eternal 
And my prayers do not cease 
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Our Wandering 
 
Before that day of wandering commenced  
Our home lay among the Angels  
Not like an unkempt stable where Arabian hones run  
But the pristine home of Cyrus, Gobad, and Tabari 
 
The bodies of the martyrs filled the streets and the bazaar  
Their blood shed by the hunter  
The screams of those dearly lost made the galaxy of God tremble  
Why then did God’s firmament seem blind to the terror? 
As if unaware of the burning homes and searing hearts?  
 
Not long ago, this was the home of the glorious quails  
In those tranquil days, the almonds of your eyes  
the honey of your lips  
broke my fast  
And made my midnight sahar delightful sweet  
 
Since the nest fell asunder in ruin and waste  
The only course for the desperate was to wander the world  
The portraits of the evil were drawn on walls in the homeland’s  
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Streets  
On that day - why could no one foresee what would happen to our  
house? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ashes of Sorrow  
 
The turning world churned the fires of my heart into ashes  
The secret of my loneliness was hidden under my night bed  
When a beautiful face or desire appeared  
Or a new temptation pursed in my heart 
The last kisses of love dried on my lips 
  
The first request of my heart became the last desire of my heart  
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My soul burned from the plight of life 
I stood at further and further remove  
from the salons and winemakers  
 
A hammer came down hard upon my feet 
The basket of my heart’s petals overturned  
Wherever I sought my fortune, no one lent aid  
I traveled through many cities  
I read myriad stories of the lover Majnoon  
 
Whatever happened to me was God’s will  
God wished for me to remain a secret from the world  
And through my entire life  
He ordered love to burn me  
and it did. 
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The Broken Stem  
 
Like the sighs and cries of a tired orphan  
Like a lighted lamp along the broken road  
I am like the pigeon chased from the eaves of the building  
Such troubles I encountered when I fled from that cage!  
 
Under the gaze of the elderly woman, I am a dusting of white hair  
Wherever I flew, I could not find the seeds of renewal  
Like a bird escaped from a trap  
I could not see in the garden at night  
Like a magician whose eyes are closed during his act  
I searched all the gardens but could not locate any new blossoms or  
plants 
 
I am like the flower whose stem is cut  
Where can I turn, who can I ask to cure me?  
I have only the short life of the seed...  
 
Ask not the nightingale to describe the beauty of the garden  
Ask the flower instead-  
For the nightingale is silent and his wings are bound tight 
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The Dark Dream 
 
Last night in a dark dream -  
At the side of my patient’s bed  
Your cries, your complaints, your tears and your sighs  
Were present as if I were awake  
It was you who were my patient...  
 
You wept dreamily and asked for forgiveness  
I held your body in my arms but it was hot from fever  
You asked me to forgive you for all of your reckless deeds 
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But what I read in your eyes was a book of denial  
 
Since you broke my heart, a lost my head and soul  
When you burned my heart, your malice seemed certain  
I begged the Queen of Sheba to carry my message to you - 
But her promise, too, was empty.  
 
When I awoke in the morning, you were not beside me  
And my dream proved true -you were in another’s bed. 
I sought you out - 
And found you hidden in a circle of drunken sinners  
 
Unfaithful and undeserving lover! Return to your den of thieves!  
Pain has been my companion far too long. 
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Why 
 
What should1 do?  
My country has become a fiction, a relic.  
Who should I tell?  
The sovereign nest has been cast down.  
 
My homeland endures poverty and strife with every passing day  
Hearts bleed crimson cups of wine  
Freedom’s bounty has run dry - why?  
 
In its place cruelty and madness reign  
daggers stab at the souls of the people  
While the clergy finger their beads and pray  
Neither solution nor escape appear likely  
The butterfly’s wings burn on and on  
 
Pollution, fatigue, illness and despair  
are now the resources of my nation  
the police impotent to guard body and soul  
the streets a sowing ground for corruption 
  
Conceived from the lust for oil  
The God of my country has been supplanted  
by foreign corporations, with foreign interests 
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England 
  
If your travels should take you through England, beware!  
If your work must occur in England, keep your head low! 
Since the destiny of Iran is perpetually decided on English soil  
I implore you - be wary of your enemies and think of your mother  
country - 
Iran!  
 
For centuries this leach of nations has sucked her lifeblood  
Under Britain’s sword; even the bravest hunter loses nerve  
The course of my country lies in her hands and those of her  
mercenaries  
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So that our black gold can drain into their coffers  
 
Thousands of mullahs, rabbis and clergymen comprise Britain’s  
faithful friends  
Please, countrymen! Observe this reality and be wary of the ways of thieves!  
For why did Iran become sick? And why did she never reawaken?  
You Iranian brothers and sisters - I beseech you - steer clear of  
their treachery! 
 
Their recurring excuses employ  
mosques, minarets, and God’s sacred words  
But I swear to God that these are English Gods - 
Do not be deceived by what England may say  
 
From this day forward  
be like the thorn of Egypt’s Moghillon desert  
A sharp obstacle in their ungodly path. 
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The Earthly Sky  
 
L found myself sitting atop the lofty clouds  
Having fled from a tray with wings disfigured  
Beneath the Moon and Mars, beneath the earthly sky 
I was a weakened convict  
Though I’d escaped my captors  
 
On the wings of this airborne invention  
Starlight shimmered as light glistens on water  
The clouds bellowed like piles of snow 
In the rays of the sun, I beheld the exquisite world  
 
I know not why in the midst of those clouds 
Visions appeared in the shapes of traps, of chains, of legs bound  
Though in the waters of the seas or the light of the sky  
I would glimpse an image of love  
 
I drifted on the air, far above the earth and its people  
Concealed in the heart of this windborne seed 
In fright from my country, ruins in the wake of the hunter’s scourge  
If further desires could be expressed from within that cage  
You killed them, shattering any promise for my homecoming 
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My Head Bowed in Prayer  
 
In order to have you - my head touched the ground in prayer  
My heart - for yours -gave up all within its bounds  
Once was youth - once was purity  
Once was Cove and once was joy  
 
Youth fled and then you parted - how soon things passed on  
Tice dark night of my loss enveloped my face  
like the shadows cast by your onyx locks  
The dark night spread smoke across my eyes 
  
My heart heard the cries from the heaves beneath my chest  
The sound of song draped the echo of my lament  
My desire, my hope, died in an anthem of tears  
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You parted, leaving my home open to grief  
 
For profit or loss  
I dare not as what your God did to my heart  
Though I always send a greeting to God  
My delicate flirtations are now a trifling remembrance 
 
In that rime of ardor, many streams yearned for the river  
You did not gaze upon my sorrow or measure my heartache  
But struck at my innocence and bruised my soft cheek  
 
Your gaze no longer penetrates my heart  
The stinging arrows that your eyes send forth are rejected  
For they already wove a tight braid around my heart 
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From Genesis  

 
From the first day of creation, the one made day live and breathe  
He was the Creator of Adam and Eve and gifted them their souls  
He gave Eve willpower and endurance 
He gave Adam myriad unspoken words  
 
In the heart of humanity, He placed the notion of evil  
He put little kindness and love into the mold  
He told the master to ensnare the slave  
He told the slave to rise up against master 
 
He allowed fifth and pollution to spoil the waters  
Though He also sent pure rain from the sky  
He told the wind to rise up and sway homes away  
He kindled the fire to burn home and rand  
 
He instructed love to burn  
He made love vanish from the heart  
He introduced disunion into the world  
 
All you see in this world and this galaxy are His doing  
Everyone was created human  
All for his prosperity and most for his adversity 
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